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ABSTRACT 
 
Full Name : [Muhammad Irfan Malik] 
Thesis Title : [Electrochemical Reduction of CO2] 
Major Field : [Chemical Engineering] 
Date of Degree : November, 2015] 
 
Electrochemical reduction of CO2 was carried out to produce high-value energy fuel with 
the aim of reducing CO2 efficiently. However, the primary product of CO2 reduction was 
hydrogen evolution at high overpotential. The focus of our study is to reduce CO2 with 
high current density in the presence of most effective and stable electrocatalyst at room 
temperature and pressure. A two - compartment electrochemical cell in the presence of 
copper oxides based electrocatalyst was used at different loading on the surface of carbon 
nanotubes. Different parameters such as the percentage of copper oxides loading and the 
voltage applied was carefully examined. Chronoamperometry analysis and faradic 
efficiency of methanol formation along with DFT simulation was studied, to investigate 
best performance catalyst.  
Prepared catalyst were characterized by SEM, TEM, EDX, XRD, TGA and Raman 
spectroscopy to ensure uniform deposition of catalyst on carbon nanotubes. Loading of 
copper oxides on carbon nanotubes have a significant influence on the performance of the 
catalyst. Cuprous oxide (Cu2O) supported CNTs enhanced surface area, uniformity and 
stability of electrode. Firm attachment of cuprous oxide (Cu2O) sites on defects of carbon 
nanotubes facilitated electron transferring on working electrode surface, it also favors 
adsorption of CO2 due to the involvement of conduction band electrons Catalyst tested 
with 30 % cuprous oxide (Cu2O) loading was efficient and stable among all the catalysts. 
xv 
 
30% Cu2O impregnated carbon nanotubes have the excellent and most desirable 
performance to reduce CO2.  
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بكفاءة. َنكه,  OC2 نمذ حم حىفٕذ الاخخشال انكٕمٕائٓ نثاوٓ اكظٕذ انكزبُن بٍذف اوخاج َلُد عانٓ اندُدة مع اخخشال 
ٌُ انٍٕذرَخٕه فٓ فزق اندٍذ عال. انخزكٕش الاطاطٓ فٓ ٌذي انذراطت ٌُ اخخشال  OC2 انمىخح الاطاطٓ مع اخخشال 
مع حٕار عال فٓ َخُد خهٕت كٍزَكٕمٕائٕت بكفاءة َاطخمزار عىذ درخت حزارة َضغظ انغزفت. حم اطخعمال خهٕت  OC2
حفشكٍزبٓ مه اكاطٕذ انىحاص بىظب مخخهفت عهّ ططح اوابٕب واوُ كٍزَكٕمٕائٕت محخُِ حدزحان باطخعمال م
َكفاءة  yrtemorepmaonorhCكزبُن. نمذ حم بعىأت اخخبار كلا مه وظبت اكاطٕذ انىحاص َفزق اندٍذ. ححهٕم بُاططت 
ES ,Mنبحث افضم كفاءة نهمحفش. انمحفش انمحضز لذ حم حشخٕصً بُاططت  TFDفزاداْ نهمٕثاوُل بالاضافت انّ 
نخُكٕذ حداوض ححمٕم انمحفش عهّ ططح اوابٕب واوُ انكزبُن.  ypocsortceps namaRَ   AGT ,DRX ,XDE ,MET
اوابٕب واوُ انكزبُن نٍا حأثٕز كبٕز عهّ عمم انمحفش. اوابٕب واوُ انكزبُن انمذعمت باكظٕذ اكاطٕذ انىحاص عهّ ححمٕم 
 uC(2)Oحظىج مه مظاحت انظطح, احظاق َاطخمزار انمطب انكٍزبٓ. الارحباط انُثٕك لاكظٕذ انىحاص  uC(2)Oانىحاص 
 OC2اوابٕب واوُ انكزبُن طٍهج مه اوخمال الانكخزَن انّ ططح انمطب انكٍزبٓ. أضا ححبش ادمصاص  stcefedعهّ 
َفعانت بانمماروت مع بالٓ مظخمزة  uC(2)O% مه 30نهمحفش مع  لإلكترونات الفرقة التوصي وظبت انّ 
الاخخشال انكٕمٕائٓ  انمخصب فٓ اوابٕب واوُ انكزبُن حاسث عهّ افضم فعانٕت نخىفٕذ uC(2)O% مه 30انمحفشاث. 
 .نثاوٓ اكظٕذ انكزبُن
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
CO2 is a major greenhouse gas that moves to our atmosphere from the lithosphere. Prior 
to commissioning of industrial revolutions in the late 60s, concentration of CO2 in the 
atmosphere was 350 ppm. However, with a passage of time human activity promoted 
industrial growth and severely increased CO2 concentration to 390 ppm recorded in 
2011[1], [2].
 
In order to cop up with CO2 emission problems, world scientists realized to meet on 
platform and to propose strict measurement to mitigate CO2 emission. It was decided in 
Kyoto protocol to meet with average rise up temperature of 2
o
C on Earth [2]. 
The Scientists believes that average rise up of temperature on earth will rise if CO2 
concentration rises to 550 ppm, which is severely alarming condition and could disrupt 
our eco-environment system [3]. Many technologies have been introduced to make an 
efficient conversion of CO2 to valuable products, but there are many challenges, to make 
it profitable and energy efficient with excellent promising results. 
 
Many efforts have been carried by scientists for a transformation of fossil fuel to 
renewable energy sources for transportation and power generation. The biggest challenge 
for scientists is to meet with socio, environment, and economic targets. Therefore, carbon 
capturing has been focused by scientists for past many decades. A squeeze of CO2 and its 
role played in the production of valuable and economic fuel allows scientists to research 
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more in this technology to develop more alternative and cost effective measurements for 
the production of environmental fuel.  
Excessively dependent on fossil fuel highlights reservations about availability of fossil 
fuel in future and thus renewable energy is considered meaningful option to transform 
dependency of fossil fuel to alternative renewable energy solutions. In this regard, solar 
and wind energy were considered most viable option to drive clean and renewable energy 
demand, but the challenges associated with storage and its utilization requires the 
development of economically viable technology[4], [5]. 
Use of CO2 and its transformation to the valuable products has been competitive. The 
World relied on most economical and abundantly available resources of fossil fuel such 
as oil for the past 100 years because the technology to supersede oil utilization is not the 
economically viable option[6]. One of the most beneficial ways to utilize renewable 
energy is electrochemical conversation of CO2 to convert electrical energy into chemical 
energy[4], [5]. 
From 1900 to 1980 the electrochemical reduction of CO2 has been carried on the different   
amalgamated metals of copper, zinc and mercury. On all these metals, formic acid was 
recorded as major CO2 reduction product [7]. However, in 1980s Frese was first who got 
methanol as chiefly available CO2 reduction product by using metals of ruthenium and 
molybdenum but encountered with low current density of 1mA-cm
-2
[8], [9]. In the same 
decade, Hori investigated CO2 reduction on Cu made foil and recorded valuable 
hydrocarbons of ethylene and methane with substantial efficiency. This was promising 
step of Hori to further guide research on copper base materials. Since then, the copper has 
been center of interest to find a selective catalyst for CO2 reduction.[10].  
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Methanol is commercially produced at large scale from synthetic gas. Different other 
pathways of selective hydrogenation of methane both in liquid and gas phase have been 
applied to produce methanol. Eventually, capturing of CO2 from exhaust of industries and 
reducing them into useful hydrocarbons and alcohols are considered most effective to 
preserve nature, and ultimately meet with demand of growing focus on renewable 
resources and its utilization in cost effective and environmentally clean projects [5]. 
Methanol is extensively used in different chemical and allied industries. Its salient 
features of high octane number and low emission of greenhouse gases particularly NOx 
and reputation of cleaned automobile fuel place it as the most demanding chemical across 
the globe.
 
Methanol is used to produce methyl ter- butyl ether (MTBE) which enhances 
octane number of gasoline. Almost world‟s 20 to 50 % methanol is used to produce 
formaldehyde which is further consume in plastic formation [11]. 
Scientists investigating more ways to convert CO2 to methanol and to other chemicals. 
Saudi Arabia has a large chemical industry set up and high demand of methanol to 
produce formaldehyde, biodiesel and acetic acid. Electrochemical reduction of CO2 is 
one of the attractive route for researchers to convert stable CO2 to valuable products. 
Variety of reduction products like methanol, formic acid, ethane and CO have been 
obtained by using both aqueous and non-aqueous electrolytes, but there is a problem of 
low current density, high overpotential, low product selectivity and transport problems 
[12]. 
Many electrocatalyst materials essentially metal and its oxides have been developed for 
good results in terms of high current density, lower overpotential and better hydrocarbons 
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selectivity. After series of research efforts made by the scientists, they suggested that Cu 
is the most advantageous electrocatalyst in electrochemical cell which gives promising 
results with high selectivity of valuable products methane, formaldehyde, and ethane 
[13]. 
Use of aqueous medium also pushes up hydrogen evolution which adversely affects 
reduction products and also consumes electrons[14]. Currently, electrochemical 
conversion of CO2 is under intensive study. The amount, selectivity and nature of 
products vary with several factors like catalytic materials, electrode potentials, 
temperature, electrode material, and electrolyte solutions (aqueous and non-aqueous). 
Since then, a lot of work has been started to study the behavior of copper lattices and the 
addition of promoters into oxides of copper [15]. 
CO2 reduction potential is only 20mv which is less than the reduction potential of water. 
That is why, large hydrogen evolution is experienced. Moreover, the excess amount of 
water in electrolyte produce a large amount of hydrogen gas which consumes a lot of 
energy and makes the process inefficient [16]. 
OHOHCHeHCO
Cathode
232 66
:
 
       EO = 0.02 V vs. SHE (Standard Hydrogen 
Electrode)                                                                                                                (1.1)           
 
 
 
  eHOOH
Anode
g
665.13
:
22
                  EO= 1.23 V vs. SHE (Standard Hydrogen 
Electrode)                                                                                                                 (1.2) 
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2322 5.12: OOHCHOHCOOverall          
 
 Impregnation of copper on CNTs causes high selectivity of reduction products. It 
increases the selectivity of alcohols with high chances of C-C chain due to microspores in 
CNTs.[17].  
The most important parameter in CO2 reduction is electrode materials. Carbon nanotube 
impregnated with 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% copper oxides (CuO, Cu2O) on copper 
foil will increase the selectivity of reduction products and also shifts hydrogen evolution 
reaction to the more negative potential window. CNT is insoluble in nearly all the 
solvents which limits its broad spectrum of application. To overcome this difficulty, 
CNTs are dispersed in 5% nafion solution. Nafion holds hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
sulfonate groups along with the hydrophobic polymer. CNTs attached with hydrophobic 
part will disperse in solutions as hydrophilic groups. Nafion is also used in different 
electrochemical sensors because of its biocompatible nature [18]. 
Similarly, Sol-Gel system was dispersed in CNTs and synthesized suspensions were used 
for casting electrode as biosensors [19]–[21]. Addition of modified CNTs to caste 
electrodes in surfactants/polymers also facilitates diffusion to the electrode surface. 
Modified SWNT in PVP-Os polymer increased current three -fold [22]. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 CO2 reduction methods 
 
Scientists have investigated many methods in past centuries to reduce the CO2 into 
desired products like hydrocarbons and alcohols. Initially, hydrogenation of CO2 at high 
temperature and pressure was the most attractive route to reduce CO2. However, high 
temperature, pressure and a large amount of consumption of hydrogen made this path 
costly. Scientists continuously did their efforts to reduce CO2 at room temperature and 
pressure and found alternative ways like the solar energy and electrical energy to reduce 
CO2 into valuable products. Discovery of most advantageous materials with fewer band 
gaps, attracts solar and electrical energy to reduce CO2 into valuable products like formic 
acid, ethane, methane and methanol [23]. 
2.1.1 Hydrogenation of CO2/CO 
 
Hydrogenation of CO2 is a two-step process, initially introduced by Franz Fischer and 
Hans Tropsch in the 1920. In the first step, a mixture of CO2 and hydrogen is produced 
by partial oxidation of coal and natural gas. Then in second step process, mixture of CO2 
and hydrogen was converted into valuable products like methanol, formic acid and 
ethane. Formation of desired products like methanol from synthetic gas (a mixture of 
CO+H2) and traces of CO2 is defined by stoichiometric number P. 
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P= 
                   
                    
 
From above P value, it is clearly shown that mixture of gas, rich with the appropriate 
ratio of CO2 and CO would effectively proceed reaction into methanol production. Most 
optimized value of P for methanol synthesis is reported less than 2, while excess of H2 
leads reaction into undesirable products e.g. ammonia. An adequate mixture of CO/CO2 
would reduce activation energy required for methanol synthesis[24]–[26]. 
Before World War II, coal was primarily sourced to produce syngas by coal gasification. 
However, it was not cost effective method and right after World War II, methane was 
alternatively considered for syngas generation to reduce not only cost but also to reduce 
impurities in the syngas. Syngas was then directly converted into methanol at high 
temperature of 300-450
o
C and at a pressure of (250-350atm). First commercial plant of 
methanol formation was introduced by BASF(Badische Anilin and Soda Fabrik ) in 1920 
[25]. Catalytic hydrogenation of methanol formation is an exothermic reaction. Besides 
role of water formation as a facilitator to convert mixture of H2 and CO2 to CO and H2, it 
may damage active pores site of catalysts and then eventually decrease yield. Many 
techniques have been employed to reduce this RWGS (reverse water gas shift reaction). 
In order to obtain higher selectivity, stability and activity on surface catalysts, the catalyst 
must be synthesized by those materials which  reduce this overwhelmed water production 
and eventually increases methanol formation.[25] 
Many catalysts have been tested in past to succeed in dealing with RWGS. Cu, ZnO and 
different promoters were used as additive to reduce RWGS problem [27]. 
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The role of surface on catalyst particularly affects conversion process in the CO2 
reduction. Therefore, many scientists studied surface characterizations of different metal 
catalysts and its implication on the CO2 conversion process and among of all different 
catalyst tested, it was concluded by scientists that formation of methanol from CO2 
particularly depends upon  the surface area of copper made catalysts [28]–[31]. 
Since then, different forms of copper catalysts were tested and it has been verified that 
Cu
+ 
form of copper is most suitable as compared to Cu
o
.
 
When copper was first oxidized 
into oxides, it shows higher conversion and efficiency to reduce syngas as compared to 
its pure form [32]. This increase in methanol formation was attributed to high adsorption 
of methoxy intermediate which forms during the reaction and favors the formation of 
methanol[29], [33]. 
Next to active sites, a support plays vital role in formation of methanol. When Cu
+
 
species loaded on ZnO catalyst, the surprising rise in CO2 conversion to methanol has 
been noticed. This rise in methanol synthesis was due to electron pair in ZnO support, 
which helped to form cation and anion species on the catalyst surface and turns to lead 
the formation of methanol. ZnO provides an additional active place to adsorb species and 
transforms intermediate via Cu
+
 to form  methanol [32], [34].It has been noted that 
loading of Cu
+
 used on ZnO surface did not change surface characteristics of Cu
+
[35]. 
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Figure 2-1: IR adsorption spectra of adsorb species methoxy and formats on catalyst surface of clean Cu(111)  
and ZnCu+(111) during formation of methanol by hydrogenation at 343k and 1 atm[35] 
 
Actually, ZnO ensures timely production of methanol and protects the surface of catalyst 
being poison by sulfur components. As Cu surface is highly sensitive, any impurity in 
reactant may lead to deactivation of catalyst surface[36]. 
Other than catalyst surface, operational condition is absolutely necessary for methanol 
synthesis. Since methanol formation by hydrogenation is an exothermic process, rising 
reaction temperature will increase particle agglomeration, and also would damage active 
sites. In addition, high pressure will also lead to damage the surface of the catalyst. That 
is why, we need catalyst which must be suitable in operational condition of minimum 
temperature and pressure. If we see thermodynamics, Le Chatlier principle says that 
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enlargement of temperature will decrease the equilibrium constants and favors high 
pressure[37]. 
It is an urgency to shift dependency from non-renewable resources to renewable for 
generating a high environmentally friendly process for CO2 reduction. In future, more 
focus will be on capturing of CO2 from the exhaust of industries and will be directly 
converted into methanol. High demand of hydrogen consumption and water intolerance 
in hydrogenation process, deactivates catalyst surface thus making this process 
inefficient. To overcome water intolerance in hydrogenation process, electrochemical and 
photochemical reduction of CO2 will be used in future to reduce CO2 at room 
temperature. These processes takes minimum energy requirement to converts CO2 into 
hydrocarbons and alcohols. 
2.1.2  Electrochemical CO2 reduction 
 
Branch of electrochemistry was first studied by Galvani and Volta in late 18
th
 century 
[23]. In electrochemistry, reactions occur at surface of the electrolyte and electrode is 
driven by external voltage. Electrons are transferred between molecules of electrolyte and 
anode. It is also termed as oxidation and reduction reactions. Many scientists applied 
electrochemical techniques and used it as an efficient way to transform raw materials into 
desired products. One of the principle use of electrochemistry is to reduce CO2 into 
valuable hydrocarbons and alcohols. The main advantage of this process is low 
temperature and pressure which highlight its importance in terms of conservation of 
energy. Sources of energy supplied to the electrochemical cell are the wind, solar, tidal 
and many other renewable resources[38]. 
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In this process, water oxidizes at anode surface while reduction of CO2 takes place at 
cathode interface. The main challenge in this process is the reduction of water at the 
cathode. The reduction potential of water at cathode surface is very near to reduction 
potential of CO2. The design of good electrocatalyst which must have higher 
overpotential for H2O reduction is desired and must allow more H
+
(protons) for CO2 to 
form methanol [25]. 
Fisher et al, 1914 have synthesized Cu and Zn electrodes to reduced CO2 and got formic 
acid as a product [23]. Similarly up to 1970, different metal and its oxides has been tested 
to reduce CO2 to methanol [7]. 
Different electrolyte solutions that are NaHCO3, & K2SO4 were used as a medium along 
with Pb and Hg electrodes. In these experiments, focus was not only to achieve high 
electrons transfer during reaction but also to control pH of solutions. The only products 
obtained were H2 and formic acid. It was noted in these experiments that current 
efficiency was surprisingly increased to 100% on Hg electrode but after sometime current 
density declined to lower values [7]. 
Methanol forms from CO2 reduction by intermediates instead of direct conversion 
because direct reduction of CO2 to methanol was not achieved by scientists. In this 
process, formaldehyde as intermediate product was converted to methanol. Direct 
conversion of formic acid to methanol in CO2 reduction compartment was not possible 
due to limited potential range[7] 
Right after Paik and his team, Udupa et al., analyzed that by selecting appropriate 
electrolyte solutions we can raise current density to significant values[39]. 
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Frese was first who successfully reduced CO2 to methanol by using molybdenum, 
ruthenium, InP (Indium phosphide) and GaAs (Gallium arsenide) but with low current 
density and limited faradic efficiency [8], [40]. Faradic efficiency is then investigated and 
analyzed by Summers et al., and concluded that faradic efficiency is surface characteristic 
and can be boosted up by cleaning the surface of electrodes [40]. 
Hori was a pioneer in successful reduction of CO2 to hydrocarbons chiefly, methane and 
ethylene with good current density. He developed copper as an electrocatalyst and 
applied different electrolyte solutions of NaHCO3, KHCO3, NaCl, Na2SO4 and their 
mixtures. Many efforts were carried out to effectively apply copper catalysts to study its 
surface behavior to convert CO2 to methanol [10]. 
Hori observed in his experiments that CH4 was formed while using copper as an 
electrode. Slightly good faradic efficiency was achieved when Cu surface was cleaned by 
7% Nitric acid (HNO3). Hori also recorded CO as a major product on Au and Ag- based 
electrodes while hydrogen evolution was dominant on Ni and Fe - based electrodes.  Pb, 
In, Sn and Cd produced formats as major products [10]. 
After remarkable behavior of Cu - based electrodes, Hori reduced CO2 over Cu electrode 
in bicarbonate electrolytes at different temperatures. He conducted experiments at  
temperature of 0
0
C and significantly recorded rise in faradic efficiency up to 65%, He 
measured the rise in current density up to 5mA-cm
-2
 by increasing temperature to 40
0
C  
and 20 % rise in the formation of ethylene was recorded [41]. 
Similarly, reduction of CO2 was also recorded on glassy carbon electrode in which layers 
of copper were electrodeposited on GCE (glassy carbon electrode). In these experiments, 
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CO2 reduction efficiency was raise to 100% at 8mA-cm
-2
 and amazing rise in the 
formation of CH4 and ethylene was noted. Then, efficiency was declined to 79% at 
25mA-cm
-2
. These were highest results produced till that date[42]. 
Table 2-1: Periodic table of elements tested for CO2 reduction at -2.2 V vs SCE in .05M Potassium bicarbonate 
solution KHCO3 at low temperature condition [41] 
 
                                            
If we conclude up above discussions, heavy transition metals belong to group IIB, IIIB 
and IVB produced formats, while IB and VIII are somewhat giving good current 
efficiency for formic acid and CO. Majority of metal and its oxides from group 4 to 
group 10 produced hydrogen as major product. Copper which comes in between these 
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two groups has uniqueness in exhibiting good conducting and electron trapping 
properties with high adsorption energy of CO2 which eventually gives high efficiency for 
CO2 reduction [43]–[45]. 
Physical treatments of copper affects the current efficiency and increase hydrocarbons 
formation. Cleaning with HCL has more significance than HNO3. Oxidizing copper by 
oxygen in the air and then foil was treated with HCL to stabilize Cu2O formation to 
protect Cu
+
 from converting to Cu
2+
 and Cu
0
. Removing oxides on copper foil prevents 
precipitation of copper which was believed to deactivate catalyst surface and form 
cuprous chloride ions in electrolyte[9]. 
Azuma at al., studied the behavior of 32 metals electrodes over CO2 reduction. Among all 
tested metal, Cu made electrode showed highest faradic efficiency toward hydrocarbons 
(Table 2-2) 
.  
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Table 2-2: Current efficiency for CO2 reduction products at -2.2V vs SCE in potassium bicarbonate (.05M 
KHCO3)[41] 
Metal T (
o
C) CH4 CO C2H4 C2H6 HCOOH H2 Sum 
Cd 0 0.015 3.7 0.002 0.0006 55.9 35.7 95 
Cd 
20 0.0073 1.8 0.001 0.4 35.5 63.2 100 
In 0 0.001 3 0.0004 0.0006 70 25 98 
In` 20 0.05 14.7 0.0046 0.0067 33.3 56.5 105 
Sn 0 0.65 1.4 0.088 0.69 28.5 67.5 99 
Pb 0 0.39 0.12 0.008 0.0014 16.5 82.9 100 
Pb 
20 0.06 0.1 0.001 0.0003 9.9 93.3 103 
Tl 0 0.2 0.16 0.003 0.001 53.4 46.2 100 
Hg 0 0.0004 0.2 t t 90.2 9.5 100 
Hg 
20 0.0035 0.64 0.0002 0.0006 87.6 7.9 96 
Zn 0 0.23 9.8 t nm 19.5 68.1 98 
Pd 0 0.083 11.6 0.011 0.014 16.1 73.3 101 
Pd 20 0.31 3.2 .061 .078 8.6 90.3 103 
Metal T (
o
C) CH4 CO C2H4 C2H6 HCOOH H2 Sum 
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Mn 0 1.5 0.34 0.093 0.29 0.03 90.9 93 
Fe 0 0.07 2.2 t nm 1.1 89.8 93 
Co 0 0.13 0.47 0.0057 0.032 0.85 92.9 94 
Zr 0 0.49 0.42 0.021 0.055 t 99.9 101 
Nb 0 0.16 0.46 0.0088 0.042 0.03 97.3 98 
Mo 0 0.01 t 0.0003 0.0002 0.21 99.9 100 
Mo 20 0.031 0.02 0.0008 0.0057 0.19 98.6 99 
Ru 0 0.043 0.65 t t 0.08 99.1 100 
Rh 0 0.031 2.5 0.0007 0.0036 1.35 99.3 103 
Rh 20 0.053 0.66 0.003 0.011 2.4 99.3 103 
Hf 0 0.0046 1.14 0.0003 0.001 0.35 99.2 101 
Hf 20 0.0073 0.08 0.0006 0.0005 0.21 100.9 101 
Ta 0 0.0015 0.09 0.0015 0.0002 t 100.7 101 
Ta 20 0.0039 t 0.0039 0.0001 t 102.2 102 
W 0 0.015 0.06 0.0043 0.0022 1.3 96.3 98 
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Metal T (
o
C) CH4 CO C2H4 C2H6 HCOOH H2 Sum 
W 20 0.055 0.21 0.0022 0.01 2.6 96.9 100 
Re 0 0.044 t 0.0002 0.0056 2 99 101 
Re 20 0.038 t 0.0002 0.0048 1.4 95.3 97 
Cr 0 0.74 0.49 0.05 0.18 0.15 92.2 94 
Ir 0 .051 0.52 0.0035 0.0072 1 98.8 100 
Ir 20 0.086 t 0.0057 0.015 0.58 100.3 101 
Ti 0 t 13.5 t nm 5.2 69.4 83 
Ni 0 0.71 21 0.069 0.18 13.7 61.7 97 
Ni 20 0.13 0.6 0.01 0.021 0.1 98.8 100 
Ag 0 14 40.7 0.0052 0.013 20.5 32.6 95 
Ag 20 1.1 30 0.009 0.0027 16 50 98 
Au 0 t 16.9 t nm 10.3 73.4 101 
Cu 0 24.7 16.5 6.5 0.015 3 49.3 100 
Cu 20 17.8 5.4 12.7 0.039 10.2 52 98 
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*nm= Not measured. 
*t=Traces. 
  
Metal T (
o
C) CH4 CO C2H4 C2H6 HCOOH H2 Sum 
C 0 0.11 t 0.0064 0.007 0.31 92.5 93 
Al 0 0.012 T 0.0002 0.0004 0.78 95.7 96 
Si 0 0.025 0.08 t t 1.6 102.2 104 
V 0 0.02 1.3 t nm 2.6 91.9 95 
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2.1.3 Photochemical reduction of CO2: 
 
Conversion of CO2 to methanol at high - temperature 400-800K and pressure 2-12 MPa 
knock scientists to find alternative possible methods of low temperature and pressure to 
reduce CO2 [46], [47]. Photochemical reduction of CO2 in the presence of sun light open 
new ways to reduce CO2 under non severe conditions. Many photocatalysts has a low 
band gap of energy and produce electron and proton upon absorption of sun light. These 
electrons and protons help to reduce CO2 into favorable chemicals like formic acid, 
methane and methanol.[48] 
                           
Figure 2-2: Development process of hole (h+) and e- upon UV irradiation by photo catalyst [48]. 
 
First TiO2 based photochemical cell was introduced in the early seventies as anode while 
platinum metal was used as cathode. Electrons were excited in unit and thus oxygen was 
generated on anode and hydrogen produced at cathode side[49]. 
Different photocatalysts were tested in the 1970. Metals were irradiated but has given 
only formic acid as a product. Most of the metals produced 2 electrons. However, when 
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P-gallium phosphide is tested, it goes ahead and produces more than two electrons and 
ultimately produced formaldehyde and methanol with high over potential[50]. 
Different surface chemistry of active sites were discussed to investigate better catalyst for 
CO2 reduction. During studies, electron hole - pair generation, surface adsorption of 
intermediate, product separation and then regeneration of active sites were investigated. 
Ti
+3
 ions role in surface adsorption of water has been discussed while TiO2 and SrTiO3 
were used as catalyst to produce methane and other hydrocarbons [51]. Similarly, other 
metals catalyst SiC, GaP, ZnO and TiO2 were tested and behavior of hydrocarbons 
formation and methanol were studied [52]. 
One of the main challenge in CO2 reduction is to convert CO2 to methanol. We need 6e
- 
to reduce C
+4
 of CO2 into C
-2
 of methanol. As main drivers in methanol synthesis is CO2 
and H
+
, these radicals produced by absorption of light which transfer electron from 
valence band to conduction band. Those semiconductors which have low band gap would 
efficiently reduce intermediate species. Due to low band gap of TiO2 (3.2 eV), it is 
considered best photo catalyst for CO2 reduction. However, despite low band gap of 
TiO2, low production efficiency was achieved for methanol formation. When TiO2 
suspension mixed with copper , this not only provides active surface for CO2 reduction 
but at same time it stables Ti
+3
 active sites .Similarly, methanol formation was doubled 
with addition of bicarbonate [53]. 
Titanium and Cu loaded titanium were studied to investigate methanol formation. Cu was 
loaded on titanium at different percentage from 1 to 6%. Titanium loaded with 2% Cu 
had best possible performance by giving methanol 118µmol/g of catalyst on 254nmUV 
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irradiation. Titanium surface was loaded with several oxidation states of copper and it 
was concluded that Cu (I) species actively reduced CO2 to methanol. Cu (I) actually catch 
electron and protects recombination of hole pairs which created during irradiation[54]. 
               
Figure 2-3: Time dependence effect on methanol formation for titanium and titanium loaded Cu [54]. 
 
Cu2O loaded TiO2 serves as a best catalyst for methanol generation, but electron hole- 
pair recombination limit selectivity and efficiency of the process. If we want best 
photocatalyst for CO2 reduction, we need the large surface area of support to absorb UV 
light and provides sufficient energy to conduct  reaction [46]. 
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2.2 A detailed review of electrochemical CO2 reduction 
 
 In 1983 Hori was studying the electrochemical reduction of CO2 to investigate selective 
materials for high valuable hydrocarbons fuel. After series of experiments, he concluded 
that Cu electrode has high selectivity towards hydrocarbons and alcohols. While using 
other metals, Ni, Au, Ag, Zn, Pd and Ga electrodes produced CO as the major product. 
Similarly, HCOO
- 
and H2 formed on Ti, Cd, Sn, In, Hg and Pb made electrodes. Some of 
metals Fe, Ni, Ti and Fe produced hydrogen as the major product [12]. 
Hori studied deactivation of copper electrode during reduction of CO2 and analyzed that 
rapid disappearance of C2H4 and CH4 as products was due to Cu deactivation. The 
presence of Zn
+2
, Fe
+2
 and trimethylamine in aqueous KHCO3 electrolyte damaged 
electrode surface. Adsorption of Zn
+2
, Fe
+2
 formed monolayer coverage on the surface. 
Prior to Hori experiments, it was assumed that intermediated and end products formed in 
the cell were adsorbed on electrode surface and deactivate electrode active sites. Hori 
concluded in his experiments that electrolysis of cell with Pt black electrode removed 
metal ions and protects surface of Cu. [13]
 
During CO2 reduction, initially CO2 is reduced to CO, which on further reductions 
reduced to hydrocarbons and alcohols. CH4 was the major product obtained with high 
current density in an aqueous medium of KHCO3 while C2H4 and C2H5OH were obtained 
in dilute KHCO3. Some of intermediates of acetaldehyde and propionaldehyde formed in 
the process due to the reduction of ethanol and n- propanol. CO adsorbed as anion on the 
electrode is intermediate for the production of hydrocarbons and alcohols. Hori tested 
different kinds electrode made of Pt, Pd, Au, Zn and Ag. These metals were able to 
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reduce adsorbed CO to alcohols and hydrocarbons. However, Cu was best among all of 
them which reduced CO2 efficiently. After Hori experiments, scientists modified Cu 
made electrode to achieve further high energy efficiency .[15] 
Adsorption of hydrogen depends upon the structure of electrodes. In the case of smooth 
surface, two hydrogen atoms adsorbed on the surface while on rough surface, atomic 
hydrogen adsorbed on Cu surface likewise on Ni and Fe made electrodes. These rough 
surfaces favorably adsorb hydrogen to produce space for adsorption
 
[13], [15]. 
CH4 and methanol formations on Cu (III) electrode proceeds in different ways. 
Hydrogenation of carbon of CO leads to the formation of methanol and forms formyl 
anion which further converted by series reactions with protons to form formaldehyde 
CH2O and methoxy CH3O.These intermediates are primary reasons to reduce CO2 to 
hydrocarbons and alcohols, the presence of ZnO supports hydrogenation of carbon to 
enhance intermediates of CH2O and CH3O responsible for methanol formation while 
hydrogenation of O in CO held responsible for the formation of CH4. Intermediate C-OH 
formed can have further steps where it deoxygenated to form methane. Both Cu and Cu 
/ZnO hydrogenate the O of the CO, but Cu/ZnO also has greater ability to hydrogenate C 
of CO and forms large amounts of formaldehyde and methoxy intermediates. [16] 
Hydrogen absorption affects CO2 reduction. Particularly, in case of the HCOOH which 
has higher faradic efficiency on Cu/Pd+ H electrode than Cu/Pd electrode. This high 
faradic efficiency of HCOOH was due to porous structure and cracks present in deposited 
copper, which result in frequent charging and discharging in pores surface of electrode. 
This provided the basis for other scientists to open the door for selective materials to 
reduce CO2 . [55] 
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It was investigated by series of activities that Cu is most advantageous electrocatalyst in 
an electrochemical cell, which gives promising results with high selectivity of valuable 
hydrocarbons like methane, ethane, and ethylene. Since then, a lot of work started to 
study the behavior of different copper crystals and the role of promoters into oxide of 
copper [56]. 
High current density is essential to obtain a high rate of CO2 reduction products. 
Increasing the gas pressure of CO2 in the aqueous system rises the product rates. High-
pressure system with the use of CO2-methanol as a medium was also found to increase 
the rate of reactions. Use of gas diffusion electrodes, result in the high rate of CO2 
reduction. These gas diffusion electrodes contain nano size pore structures to enhance 
reaction on the surface of the electrode and precedes CO2 reduction. High porous 
supported materials like activated carbon fibers with Fe and Ni under high pressure and 
metal oxides with Cu electrocatalyst were tested and encouraging results were found for 
both in terms of current density. These experimental results opened doors for a new era of 
research on electrocatalyst. [57] 
Electrochemical reduction of CO2 on Cu electrodes was carried out at an ambient 
temperature and pressure in an aqueous solution of 0.1 mol .dm
-3
 of KHCO3. It was 
investigated that changing a small amount of electrode potential has severely affected 
CO2 reduction products. Faradic efficiency was measured for CO2 reduction products 
over variable electrode potential from -1.75 V to small negative potential of -1.35 V. 
Highest recorded  product efficiencies were 32% HCOO
-
, 33%CO, 41%C2H4 and 39% 
CH4 at  potential of -1.40, -1.52. -1.58 and -1.70 respectively. These variations clearly 
indicate the dependence of CO2 reduction products over electrode potential. [57] 
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Many scientists examined the electrochemical conversion of CO2 and investigated many 
factors while reducing CO2. Selectivity of CO2 reduction products increased on hydrogen 
storing materials Pd with slight modifications of other materials. Using hydrogen storing 
materials actually suppressed hydrogen evolution and increase production of CH3OH, 
CH4 and HCOOH. [57] 
Similarly, it was investigated that hydrogen adsorption certainly effects CO2 reduction on 
Pd electrodes. Cu was used as a modifying material with Pd and Pd+H electrode to 
enhance CO2 reduction. The main target in these studies was to measure the effect of 
hydrogen reactivity on Pd modified electrodes. [58] 
Brady and petit studied gaseous reactions of diazomethane on metal surfaces of Cu, Ru, 
Pd, Fe, and Ni. CH2N2. H2 mixture was passed over metal surfaces and formation of C2H4 
and N2 was experienced. It is concluded in these experiments that the formation of CO2 
reduction products was due to adsorbed intermediates CH2, which polymerized on the 
surface with adsorbed hydrogen (metal hydride bond). However, in the case of Cu, 
chemically adsorbed hydrogen was not readily dissociated and did not initiate 
polymerization reaction. [58] 
NO present in feed does not affects CO2 reduction products. However, SO2 significantly 
affects reduction products. Removal of SO2 is essential for the production of C2H4 in the 
product line. Combination of Cu-Rochelle salt and 10 %NaBH4 solid polymer electrolyte 
poisoned catalyst because of supporting solvent absence. Major reduction products 
obtained in these experiments were C2H4, HCOOH and CO. Recorded current efficiency 
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for reduced products was 19 and 27%. At the end of these experiments. It was concluded 
that CO2 in feed stream must have a concentration of 30%. [59]
 
Cd, Sn, Pb, In, and Hg electrodes produced formic acid as the main product. However, 
Zn, Ag, Au and Pd electrodes produced CO. There are some metals Pt, Ni, Fe, Rh, Mo, 
Ti which have poor performance in reduction of CO2, these metals do not reduce CO2 and 
as a result high hydrogen evolution was experienced. At end of all these experiments, it 
was concluded that CO2 flow rate to electrodes and current density plays vital role in 
product selectivity of CO2 reductions. [60] 
CO2 reduction on Au electrode was carried out in an electrochemical cell. The current 
efficiency was noted to be 90% for CO, and concluded that mainly reduced product were 
CO and H2 on Au made electrode. CO formed by using this type of electrolyte was clean 
and compact. [61]
 
Many metal oxides (ZnO2, ZnO, TiO2, Al2O3, and Nb2O5) with high- pressure CO2 gas 
were analyzed under CO2 - reagent grade methanol solution, in which tetraethyl 
ammonium salt was used as supporting electrolyte. These metal oxides without the 
support of Cu exhibit a very low rate of reduction and mainly hydrogen was produced 
during these reactions. However, with the support of Cu, an increase in selectivity of CO2 
reduction products was experienced. The smaller addition of Cu 5% has little progress 
but with an increase in Cu contents upto 50 %, rise in selectivity was experienced with a 
high rate of products that is 44% HCOOH and 4.4 % CO. Methane and ethylene were 
also analyzed as products.  Among all tested metals, higher current efficiency of 
hydrocarbons was experienced for Cu/ZrO2 electrode. [62] 
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Similarly, electrocatalysts of Ni and Fe were electrochemically tested and analyzed in 
comparison with activated carbon as support. In the absence of electrocatalyst materials, 
activated carbon fibers were used as an electrode and the major product found was 
hydrogen evolution. In the presence of non-activated carbon support with electrocatalyst 
CF/Ni, CF/Fe, selectivity and rate of products were not encouraging enough but with the 
support of activated carbon (ACF/Ni, ACF/Fe), surprising rise in terms of partial current 
density from 5 to 15 mA cm
-2
 was recorded at -1.8 V vs. SCE (Standard Calomel 
Electrode). Similarly, the addition of different carbon black matrix XC-72 and acetylene 
black (AB) in electrocatalysts of Ni and Fe were also tested as support. Partial current 
density of CO2 reduction was continuously increased with an increase in electrode 
potential while for XC-72 partial current density reached to a maximum at -2.0 V vs SCE 
and remained same with further increase in electrode potential. Direct relationship with 
voltage in the case of acetylene black (AB) was due to hydrophobic properties of 
acetylene black (AB), resulted in higher adsorption of CO2 on the surface of electrode. 
[62] 
Reduction of CO2 under CO2 - methanol medium at ambient temperature and high 
pressure of 40 atm is also reported in the literature. Different gas phase products like H2, 
C2H4, and CH4 were analyzed while HCOOCH3 and CH3OCH2OCH3 were also detected 
as liquid products. It was reported during experiments that reduction of CO2 increased 
with the rise in CO2 gas pressure and highest value was reported at -1.3V. While at 40 
atm, sharp rise in reduction efficiency was achieved. The CO2 reduction was increased 
with potential in the negative direction. This behavior was contrary to results showed at 1 
atm where the CO2 reduction was decreasing with the increase of potential in the negative 
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direction. Increase in current density at 40 atm with potential up to -2.3 V clearly 
indicates that CO production is not mass transport limited. On other hands, HCOOCH3 
and hydrogen evolution became diffusion limited at -1.8 and -1.4V. [62] 
To further understand the surface characteristics of copper foil, Hori analyzed that CO2 
efficiently reduced on Cu (111), Cu (I00) and Cu (110) in bicarbonate electrolyte at room 
temperature. Ethylene produced on Cu (100) and Cu (111) produced CH4 while Cu (110) 
formed both of these product [29]. The relationship between surface characteristic of 
copper was analyzed further. As the copper surface is highly sensitive to oxygen 
absorbed in the cell, any presence of oxygen would readily adsorb on the copper surface 
and will deteriorate copper surface. It is noted that presence of oxygen defects on the 
copper surface will rise selectivity of hydrocarbon. Cu2O exhibits higher adsorption 
energy than Cu and thus makes more adsorption of CO and ultimately gives higher 
selective products[63]. 
It was also inspected that Cu (I) species in Cu2O directly reduced CO2 to methanol. Cu2O 
foil successfully reduced CO2 to only methanol, instead of hydrocarbons. [31] 
Cu2O foil was also tested and prepared by air oxidized method, anodized method and by 
thermally oxidized in air. Among all of them, anodized copper based foil has maximum 
current density of 33mA/cm
-2
 at room temperature. [64] 
It was reported that CO2 reduction potential to methanol was 20mV vs SHE but copper 
oxides surface reduced CO2 to methanol at more positive potential and open large 
potential window to reduce CO2 [65]–[67]. 
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Actually, Cu2O is P- type semiconductor with a band gap of 2.1eV. Presence of oxygen 
defects on cuprous oxides and its valence band serve stable surfaces for intermediate 
adsorption. Oxygen in Cu2O structure is body centered while Cu
+
 are faced centered [68]. 
 
Figure 2-4: Structure of Cu2O [64]. 
 
 Reduction of cuprous oxide must take place before CO2 reduction. It has been noted that 
reduction of Cu
+
 to Cu occurs well before than Cu
+2
 to Cu. despite that it is difficult to 
reduce Cu2O to Cu than CuO to Cu[69], [70] 
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When CO2 reduced on copper based electrodes, initially CO2 converts into formats and 
CO and then by further increase in potential up to -1.25 vs SHE, formats and CO converts 
into ethylene. At the potential of -1.35 vs SHE intermediate converts to form CH4. 
Another study has been reported on copper (I) halides to investigate effect of Cu (I) 
species on reduction products. Notable production of CH4 and ethylene was recorded. 
This was because of high adsorption energy of halides for CO than Cu, which not only 
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supports adsorption but at the same time gives stability to intermediate species, CO 
adsorption on Cu
+
 cation held perpendicular to the surface [71]–[73] 
The scientists made many efforts to use effective support for CO2 reduction at low 
temperature and pressure. Among many tested supports, ZnO is considered an effective 
support to create cation and anions on the surface of the catalyst and thus gives high 
production of hydrocarbon products. It helped Cu
2+
 to act like Cu
+
 and actively reduced 
CO2. Presence of ZnO rises faradic efficiency of hydrocarbons products as compared to 
Cu surfaces. Both in hydrogenation and electrochemical process, ZnO protects 
deactivation of the surface from impurities and serves as good supports. Optimum 
percentage of Cu2O loading on ZnO surface is still not known. Different planes of crystal 
lattice and loading of ZnO surface are still under study. [74] 
Despite that Au is considered an effective catalyst for CO2 reduction but when Au tested 
with the support of TiO2, oxygen defects in Ti shifts electrons chemistry in Au and thus 
make it suitable for the production of hydrocarbons. Similarly, the role of Cu2O 
mechanism and its chemistry due to the presence of oxide defects and whether the copper 
act as a monolayer in adsorption are still under study. [75] 
Above-stated work was done to successfully reduce CO2 to methanol, because methanol 
formation at low pressure and temperature is very important to shift dependence on fossil 
fuels to renewable energy. It provides safe and easy storage of energy and also serves as 
an intermediate product in many petrochemical industries. Electrochemical reduction of 
CO2 mitigates environmental degradation and it is an attempt to meet with social and 
economic targets. Reduction of CO2 to methanol by photochemical, electrochemical and 
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by hydrogenation methods has been done. In all these processes, focus was on the 
production of methanol with minimum energy input. Need of good electrocatalyst to 
reduce CO2 is still under study which should give highly overpotential of hydrogen and 
opens large window to CO2 reduction. A lot of studies are required to research on the 
geometrical structure of catalyst, mechanism of catalyst on a support and kinetic 
modelling required to solve problems. Extensive kinetic modelling and discussion of 
experimental data will be a good approach to bring good electrocatalyst in the market. 
Commercial application of electrochemical reduction of CO2 will no longer be a dream 
but it requires human consistency with intelligent approach to make it commercially 
viable. 
 
2.3 Mechanism of electrochemical CO2 reduction to hydrocarbon and 
alcohols 
 
One of reasons for high selectivity of hydrocarbons products on Cu electrode is CO 
adsorption. Adsorption energy of CO is less on Cu surface as compared to Ni and Fe. 
Adsorption is an exothermic process and CO does not adsorb strongly on the surface of 
Cu as compared to Ni and Fe. Less tightly adsorbed CO has good stretching C-O and thus 
easily reduces to other hydrocarbons. Order of increase in adsorption energy of CO on 
the electrode is Cu ˃Ni ˃Fe. Five electrons are required to reduce CO in an 
electrochemical cell along with hydrogen production in parallel reactions [16], [76]. 
Heyrovsky suggested mechanism for hydrogen evolution on Cu electrode [55] 
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                                HeHadsH 
)( (ads)                                                      (2.1) 
Similarly, Horiuti showed further presence of intermediate species H2
+ 
which involved 
actively in formation of adsorbed hydrogen [77].
 
                                        )(adsHeH 

                                                                (2.2) 
                                       )()( 2 adsHHadsH
                                                        (2.3) 
Intermediate species )(2 adsH

 formed due to combined electron and proton transfer 
reaction. Almost 90% of Cu surface adsorbed CO at -1.0 V. Remaining surface covered 
with )(2 adsH

or H )(adsH , which further reacts and formed hydrocarbons and 
alcohols [15]. 
                                 22 )( HeadsH 

                                                                     (2.4) 
COH (ads) is main intermediate to form CH4. Hypothetical intermediates COH (ads) 
proceeds in following fashion [15]. 
                     )()( adsCOHeHadsCO 

                                               (2.5) 
                                  
  COHeadsCOH )(                                                              
(2.6) 
                                 
  OHCHeHCOH 42 22                                              (2.7) 
The rate determining step for formation ethylene is a transfer of an electron to CO [78].
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                                                 .COeCO                                                             (2.8) 
Dissociation of CO to surface carbon atom on Rh electrodes is responsible for the 
production of hydrocarbons and alcohols. The same approach has been identified in 
Fisher tropsch reaction where surface carbon holds responsibility for production of 
hydrocarbons and alcohols. Since Cu was inert in Fisher tropsch reaction, it was assumed 
that transfer of electron to CO in Cu made electrode converts CO into surface carbon 
atoms and act as precursor for production of hydrocarbons and alcohols in cell [15], [78]. 
  OHadsOHadsCeOHadsCO )()()( 2                      (2.9) 
Splitting of CO is an essential step in the formation of ethylene which does not need any 
H (ads), H2
+
 (ads) or H
+
. Similarly, the second rate determining step after surface carbon 
reaction is [15]. 
                                        OHeOH 
                                       (2.10) 
Further shifting of C (ads) to CH2 is  
                                      )()( 22 adsCHeHadsC 

                                           (2.11) 
CH2 is responsible for the formation of CH4 and C2H4 in product line [15]. CO reacts 
with CH2 (ads) which turns to form alcohols followed by the addition of H2 on RH/TiO2 
catalyst by Takeuchi and Katzer [79]. 
                      )()( 22 adsCOCHadsCHCO                                      (2.12) 
Further )(2 adsCOCH   hydrogenation leads to the formation of ethylene [15]. 
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                           OHCHCHeHadsCOCH 22222 22)( 

                       (2.13) 
Ethylene form in products further shifts to acetaldehyde by hydrogenation, then 
ultimately turns to form ethanol [15]. 
                           CHOCHeHadsCOCH 322 )( 

(Acetaldehyde)                 (2.14) 
                             OHHCeHCHOCH 5223 

   (Ethanol)                               (2.15) 
A small quantity of acetaldehyde forms vinyl alcohols, which further hydrogenated to 
form an intermediate homology series of CH2 [79]. 
         CHOHCHCHOCH  23 (Vinyl alcohol)                          (2.16) 
         )(322 adsCHCHeHCHOHCH 

                                          (2.17) 
CO adds up in intermediate  
)()( 33 adsCOCHCHCOadsCHCH                                (2.18) 
CHOCHCHeHadsCOCHCH  

2323 )(    (2.19) 
N-propanol is formed [15], [79]. 
OHHCeHCHOCHCH 73223 
  
                                        (2.20) 
Cu and Cu/ZnO electrodes were electrochemically tested in CO2 reduction cell to 
compare the performance of these two electrodes. It has been investigated that CH4 was 
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primary product by Cu electrode. However, rise in selectivity for methanol were noted in 
gas phase reaction by using Cu/ZnO electrodes. Methanol formation was due to support 
of ZnO which increased coordination between Cu and CO by making Pi bond between 
them. As a result, improved in hydrogenation of adsorbed carbon was experienced which 
eventually leads to increase the methoxy generations. Increase in strength of bond 
formation between adsorbed carbon and Cu makes electrode surface stable to reduce CO2 
efficiently. [80] 
These experiments were conducted at -1.4 V vs Ag/AgCl. Products detected were CH4, 
CO and ethylene, along with liquid phase product of methanol, ethanol, propanol, and 
methyl format. The faradic efficiency of both these electrodes was almost same. Cu with 
the support of ZnO is commercially a catalyst used in the production of methanol. Large 
number of elements with ZnO support, tested for increase in CO2 adsorption over Cu 
surface. [80] 
It was also analyzed that increase in methanol yield is due to Cu (I) species which 
facilitate adsorption of CO. Cu (I) active site enhanced adsorption of CO and HCO High 
heat of adsorption of Cu (I) species gives stability to intermediates methoxy (H3CO), 
carbonates CO3
2-
 and formate HCOO
-
. Cu (I) plays a vital role in CO adsorptions and at 
the same time decrease reduction potential of CO/H2. Alkali metals help to promote 
methanol yield by activating Cu (I) active sites and at a mean time increase Cu (I) 
concentrations, which enhance the selectivity of methanol. [80] 
Electrochemical reduction of CO2 to methanol over oxidized Cu or Cu (I) electrodes is 
time dependent, the reaction was limited to a short period of time. However, methanol 
produced by Cu-ZnO electrode was independent on reaction time and was stable. The 
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increase in selectivity of hydrocarbons to alcohols depends on the surface of electrode 
and coordination between surface and CO2. Rough surface of Cu has relatively high 
current density than a flat surface. It was experienced that faradic efficiency of ethylene 
production over both Cu and Cu/ZnO were same. However, an increase in alcohols yield 
was due to strong coordination between CO2 and electrode surface of ZnO. ZnO actually 
distributes Cu over the surface which turns to increase active sites for hydrogenation 
reaction, are main reasons behind the increased in current efficiency for methanol. [35], 
[80] 
Pi bonding increased the strength of CO and provided activation energy to the carbon of 
CO, this increase in activation energy increases the methanol production [81], [82]. 
According to DFT theory, Zn plays a vital role in selectivity of methanol. Zn lowers the 
energy needed for hydrogenation reaction of CO and thus increases methanol yield [81]. 
ZnO worked together with Cu to increase hydrogenation of these intermediates adsorbed 
products [83]. Comparison of methanol formation on three electrodes of cuprous oxide, 
anodized Cu electrode and air Oxidized Cu electrode also has been reported in literature. 
Among them cuprous oxide produced high amount of methanol ranging from 10 to 43 
µmol.cm
-2
. h
-1
 while anodized electrodes and air oxidized electrode have 0.9 to 1.5 µmol. 
cm
-2
. h
-1
 and .08 to 0.9 µmol.cm
-2
. h
-1
 respectively. The rate of formations of methanol 
started to increase from -1.1V (SCE) and reached to a maximum value at -1.55V (SCE) 
along with high hydrogen evolution. After -1.55 V (SCE) rate of formation of methanol 
decreased and increased in CH4 was experienced, this decrease in methanol formation 
could be because of reduction of cuprous oxide active sites or could be affected by 
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methanol oxidation at a counter electrode or by some impurities present in electrolyte 
[84]. 
Methanol formation is time dependent and its formation decreased at longer reaction 
times greater than 30 minutes. The high faradic efficiency of 38% was monitored at -1.1 
V (SCE) over cuprous oxide electrode. The primary product was liquid methanol and it 
was the only liquid product along with high hydrogen evolution and CO formation. The 
yield of methanol by using cuprous electrode is two orders greater than air oxidized 
electrode and one order of magnitude bigger than the anodized electrode. Cu (I) species 
play a vital role in CO2 to methanol conversion [84]. Carbon atoms in CO molecule 
hydrogenate due to protons transfer from a solution which leads to formation of CH4 
[85]. Availability of proton transfer from solutions is less than the hydrogenation to 
adsorb oxygen on the surface in gas phase reactions. Formyl anions formed in both 
phases by hydrogenation, continuously reacts with electrons and protons to form H3CO 
adsorbate. If last electron and proton transfers to C of H3CO, it would form CH4. 
Coordination of H
+
 with surface bound oxygen of cuprous oxide electrode favors 
hydrogenation of O in H3CO instead of C which favors methanol formation. This 
hydrogenation reactions to form methanol instead of CH4 would be due to stable Cu (I) 
species in cuprous oxide. [85] 
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Table 2-3: Summery of different electrocatalyst and their role on current density and faradic efficiency 
Reference Electrocatalyst 
Current 
Density 
(amp-cm
-2
) 
Potential 
Faradic 
Efficiency 
(%) 
Nehar. U et al. 
2015 
Ir/Ru-Oxide 0.003 -1.7 35.5 
V. Kumar et al. 
2015 
Zn-Co oxide 0.06 -2.5 7.5 
Y. Liu et al. 
2014 
Nitrogen-Nano 
diamond 
0.03 -1.5 27 
SK. Hossain et al. 
2014 
CNT-Cu 0.034 -1.7         37 
S. Sen et al. 
2014 
Cu-Nano foams 0.02 -1.5 34 
G. Lu et al. 
2013 
Pd-MWCNTs 0.004 -1.0 35 
M. Le at al. 
2009 
 
CuO electrodes 0.005 -3.2 41 
J. Nakamura et al. 
2007 
Cu-ZnO 0.0015 -1.8 21 
Y. Hori et al. 
2005 
Pt black 0.0061 -2.7 15 
K. Okahwa et al.   
2005 
Cu/Pd/Pd+H 0.0075  -3.5 9 
Y. Hori 
1997 
Cu based electrodes 0.019 -2.7 21 
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If we conclude up above discussions, heavy transition metals belong to group IIB, IIIB 
and IVB produced formats, while IB and VIII are somewhat giving good current 
efficiency for formic acid and CO. Majority of metal and its oxides from group 4 to 
group 10 produced hydrogen as major product. Copper which comes in between these 
two groups has uniqueness in exhibiting good conducting and electron trapping 
properties with high adsorption energy of CO2 [43]–[45]. 
Consumption of higher overpotential with less faradic efficiency of methanol was a major 
problem in CO2 reduction. Thermodynamically, it is possible to reduce CO2 to methanol 
at -0.02 V vs Ag/AgCl reference electrode. We are looking for a large surface area 
support which allows less energy to reduce CO2 into favorable product of methanol. CNT 
as a potential support can offer a large surface area but at the same time can adsorb more 
selective intermediate species to increase current density and stability of electrode. 
Almost all the electrocatalysts tested in past had lower stability to reduce CO2. 
Numerous properties of CNTs including good compatibility, large surface area, excellent 
conductivity,  modifiable surface, and nanotube structure with ability to form suspensions 
in solvents, made CNTs a game changer in variety of electrochemical applications [86]. 
CNTs have tubular structure nanomaterials with high length to diameter ratio which 
enables them to behave as molecular wire for transferring electron between electrode and 
CO2 in electrolyte solution. Tubular shape CNT with high electrocatalyst activity, 
chemical stability, modifiable surface and unique morphology of these materials drive 
our confidence ahead to achieve ultimate by clean and desired products [86]. 
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Advantage of CNTs over the other nanomaterials is that they adsorbed water insoluble on 
hydrophobic and Pi conjugation sidewalls, across which sharing of electron occurs to 
achieve good conductivity and better electrocatalytic activity [55]. 
Carbon nanotubes have properties of good electrical conductivity, uniform straight meso, 
and micro pores structure and also resistant to acid and base medium. Low mass transfer 
resistances increase residence time in pores for good adsorption which makes them 
fruitful to be used in the variety of  applications as a support [87]. 
Scientists investigated many uses of carbon nanomaterials. They did a lot of research on 
nanomaterial and have developed alternate transformations of CO2 to usable products. 
However, by reviewing the literature of past three decades, we analyzed some areas 
where we need to work out. Impregnation of carbon nanomaterials with oxides of copper 
would direct new path in electrochemical CO2 reduction. Material morphology reduces 
CO2 to obtain a higher selectivity of desired products like methanol.  
According to the best of our knowledge, not a single study has been published for 
reduction of CO2 using the copper oxide loaded CNTs based electrocatalyst. Based on 
this conclusion, we set our general objective to investigate most stable support with high 
performance electrocatalyst for CO2 reduction. 
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2.4 Objective 
 
The main objectives of this research study are as follows, 
1. To prepare the copper oxides supported CNTs based electrocatalyst. 
2. To characterize the surface of electrocatalyst with SEM, EDX, TGA, TEM, BET, 
XRD, Raman spectroscopy and FTIR. 
3. To design an efficient two compartment electrochemical cell with minimum 
contamination. 
4. To study the effect of Linear sweep voltammetry, Chronoamperometry and 
Faradic efficiency of methanol formation. 
5. To optimize the electronic geometry of the best performance electrocatalyst and 
to measure the band gaps by DFT simulation. 
The copper oxide based CNT electrodes will enhance the adsorption of the CO
. –
. 
 
Higher 
adsorption energy of Cu2O with surface bound oxygen facilitates the electron flow with 
an increase in current density and methanol yield. 
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Figure 2-5: Suggested mechanisim of CO2 adsorption on Copper oxides supported CNTs 
 
Modified CNTs based copper oxide electrodes serve both in conducting electrons and 
play active role in catalyst performance which supports electron transfer to CO2. 
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CHAPTER 3 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
Right from beginning, our emphasis was to investigate selective catalyst for CO2 
reduction. After a thorough study of literature, it has been confirmed that suitable metal 
oxides sites, good support particularly with large surface area and surface morphology of 
catalyst play a vital role in CO2 reduction. To achieve the objective of research, we 
prepared catalysts and performed experiments to reduce CO2. In this section, we will 
discuss detail preparation of catalyst along with characterizations techniques and 
experimental procedures to achieve our target. 
3.1 Materials and Preparation 
 
Carbon nanotubes with specifications of OD (outer diameter) 10-20 nm, length 10-30 
micrometer with purity of ˃95% and specific surface area (SSA) ˃150 m2/g was 
purchased from Cheap Tubes Corporation. MWCNT was functionalized by treating with 
HNO3 in order to attach carboxylic group on surface of carbon nanotubes [88], [89]. 
Copper salt (copper nitrate pentahydrate, Cupric chloride) along with other chemicals 
sodium dodecyl sulfate, sodium hydroxide, hydroxyl ammonium hydrochloride) and 
solvent (Ethanol) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. All chemicals were analytical 
grade and no additional treatment was conducted. 
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3.1.1 Impregnation of cupric oxides on carbon nanotubes  
 
To prepare desired CuO supported carbon nanotubes, different weight percent of copper 
nitrate pentahydrate salt ranging from 10 to 50 % and desired quantity of carbon 
nanotube were taken. Desired quantity of carbon nanotubes was added into ethanol 
solution beaker and then the mixture was subjected to ultrasonication to homogenize 
mixture to prevent agglomeration. Mixtures of carbon nanotubes and ethanol were 
sonicated for 30 minutes with an amplitude of 60% in the full frequency range. 
Meanwhile copper salt (copper nitrate pentahydrate) was added in ethanol solvent 
containing carbon nanotubes slurry. The amount of copper salt depends upon wt% of 
copper oxides needed, i.e. 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50%. A mixture of carbon 
nanotubes and copper salt in ethanol solution was sonicated further for 30 minutes with 
same frequency and amplitude to ensure satisfactory dissemination of copper salt over 
carbon nanotubes. After sonication, a mixture containing carbon nanotubes and copper 
salt were placed in an oven for drying at a temperature of 80
0
C for 24 hours in order to 
evaporate ethanol solvent and to make sure that mixture is completely dried. Finally, 
dried cake was crushed to powder in a crucible and placed in furnace for calcination at a 
temperature of 350
0
C for 3 to 4 hours. After calcination, prepared sample was cooled to 
room temperature and metal oxide supported carbon nanotubes catalyst was put in bag 
for future application.  
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3.1.2 Impregnation of cuprous oxides on carbon nanotubes  
 
To prepare cuprous oxide supported carbon nanotubes, carbon nanotubes with 
specifications of OD (outer diameter) 10-20 nm, length 10-30 micrometer with purity of 
˃95% and specific surface area (SSA) ˃160 m2/g was functionalized and added in 
deionized water. After addition of carbon nanotubes, the sample was sonicated for 30 
minutes using ultrasonic sonicator. Then, the desired amount of copper chloride salt 
(0.1M CuCl2 light blue) depending on percentage loading which ranges from 10 to 50% 
and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) were added into carbon nanotubes solution under 
vigorous magnetic stirring. After sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was dissolved, mixture 
was placed in water bath under temperature of 30
0
C. Meanwhile, desired amount of 
sodium hydro oxide (1.0 M NAOH) was added , the blue color of the solution changed to 
light yellow green which confirms presence of copper(II) hydroxide Cu(OH)2. After that, 
hydroxyl ammonium hydrochloride (0.1M NH2OH.HCL) was introduced rapidly in 
yellow-green solution and as result color of solution become yellow and meanwhile 
system was subjected to half hour stirring. At the end, CNT supported cuprous oxide 
mixtures was centrifuged at the speed of 4500 rpm for 5 minutes and washed with 
ethanol and deionized water until pure catalyst was recovered from solution  
3.2 Material Characterization 
 
It was essential to characterize our materials by different characterization techniques. The 
catalyst was characterized to critically investigate surface morphology, particle size 
distribution over carbon nanotube, composition and location of impregnation. We 
investigated very surprising features of our catalyst which have direct connectivity with 
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results. In this section, we will discuss detail characterization of CuO and Cu2O loaded 
carbon nanotubes. 
 
3.2.1 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 
 
Thermal analysis of materials was carried out by using TGA (Thermogravimetric 
analysis) which measures the drop in weight of prepared materials with the function of 
rise in temperature. It indicates the presence of moisture or volatile material present in the 
sample with the proximity of both change in mass and phase. TA instruments from 
(K.U.Leuven SDT Q600) were utilized for TGA analysis. In these experiments, alumina 
pan was used and experiments were conducted in temperature limit of 25
0
C to 890
0
C 
with heating rate of 10
0
C per minute.  Purging of air with 99.99% purity was done at 100 
ml/minute. 
 
3.2.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
 
Scanning electron microscopy is used for analysis of particle morphology particularly, 
particle size, surface structure and catalyst composition. Scanning electron microscopy 
model (JEOL JSM-646OLV) operated at 20 kV to produce energy dispersive X-ray 
(EDX), was used to identify the composition of the sample. In this technique, sample was 
coated with platinum 5nm thickness on sputter coating machine. Then, coated samples 
placed at sample holder under 20kV for the bombardment of an electron on the sample. 
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3.2.3 X-ray diffractogram (XRD) 
 
XRD machine is used to conduct an analysis of crystals lattice and to understand phases 
of metal oxides. This technique is used for composition and detailed analysis of 
crystallites. We performed XRD analysis in a range of 2Ѳ = 200-800, with the step size of 
.02
0
, a higher degree of crystallinity would cause better catalytic performance. In these 
analysis, powder sample of carbon nanotubes supported catalyst was spread on a glass 
slide and the sticky tab is used to stick material on glass tab. Glass slide was then put in 
Rigaku XRD X-ray diffractometer and analysis was carried out with Cu-Kα radiations. 
After diffractogram analysis, crystal size was calculated by using scherrer equation 
            
    
     
                                                                   (3.1) 
Where Ѳ is diffraction angle, λ is X-ray wavelength and β is FWHM of the peak. All 
these analysis was carried by using PDXL software. 
 
3.2.4 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
 
TEM model (FETEM (JEOL, JEM-2100F) provides more resolution and better 
magnification images from micro level up to few angstrom 10
-10
 nm. It gives information 
about composition and structure of materials. TEM has electron source beam which 
directs to the surface of materials to strike electron which deflects and collected in the 
chamber. As a results, contrast is developed and different resolution images were 
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extracted from these deflected electrons. TEM operates at 200kV to produce ultra-
resolution images.  
TEM samples were prepared by adding 1 milligram of prepared catalyst in 8 ml of 
ethanol solution and sonicated for half hour then prepared suspension was dropped on 
specimen holder with a sticky tape to facilitate electron transfer. 
 
3.2.5 Raman Spectroscopy 
 
Raman spectroscopy is used for sample identification and quantification from vibrations 
of molecules. It is very important to identify the location of impregnated materials on 
support. Raman spectroscopy used monochromatic laser light and record scattered light 
frequency from the sample. The comparison is made between the frequency of excited 
source and scattered light, if both of these frequencies match then this type of scattering 
is called Rayleigh scattering. However, there are few rays which have different frequency 
than source due to vibration interaction of molecules. From this difference of frequency 
level, the location of metal oxides on support surface will be identified. 
3.3 Electrochemical Setup 
 
Two electrode compartments H - type electrochemical cell were used in our experiments. 
Working electrode, counter electrode fabricated by platinum showed in Figure 3-2 and 
Ag/AgCl reference electrode showed in Figure 3-3 was assembled in the cell. To conduct 
sufficient flow of electrons, 0.5M sodium bicarbonate solution (NaHCO3) as an 
electrolyte was used. The counter electrode was used as an anode while working 
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electrode was the cathode. Counter electrode has 3 times large surface area than working 
electrode. 
                     
                                                             Figure 3-1: Working electrode        
                              
                                                          Figure 3-2: Platinum counter electrode  
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                                                     Figure 3-3: Reference Ag/AgCl electrode 
 
0.5 M NaHCO3 electrolyte solution was taken in electrochemical cell, and all three 
electrodes were assembled down in the cell. After that, all the electrodes were properly 
dipped inside the solution. Before the start of reduction reaction, N2 was purged in the 
system to remove any dissolved oxygen if present in system. Potential was applied in 
between reference and working electrode. At the same time, current is measured between 
the counter and working electrode. Electrochemical cell system is showed in Figure 3-4. 
3.3.1 Working electrode Preparation  
 
CuO/Cu2O loaded carbon nanotubes along with the addition of 5% Nafion and 
isopropanol solution were sonicated for half hour. After sonication, suspension of 
prepared solution was dropped on the surface of the copper foil and was allowed to dry 
on that foil. Bubbled CO2 in 0.5 M NaHCO3 electrolyte solution in an electrochemical 
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cell having two separate compartments. These compartments were separated by Nafion 
membrane. Three electrodes system, working electrode, platinum (Pt) made counter 
electrode and reference (Ag/AgCl) electrode assembled in electrochemical cell. All 
potential measurements in these experiments were measured with respect to reference 
Ag/AgCl electrode. Polishing of copper electrode was carried out before casting catalyst 
on the surface of working electrode in order to clean its surface from contamination. 
Before experiments, nitrogen was purged into the electrolyte to remove any presence of 
air in the system, then CO2 with 99.99% purity was purged into the 0.5 M NaHCO3 
electrolyte solution. Linear sweep voltammetry and chronoamperometry was used to 
investigate activity of copper oxide based modified carbon nanotubes electrodes.  
 
3.3.2 Design of electrochemical Cell 
 
Techniques involving the design of electrochemical cell continued for a long time to 
analyze thermodynamics and kinetic study in an electrochemical cell. Presently 
electrochemical cell is used in a variety of electrochemical applications of electrocatalyst, 
sensors, and corrosion research[90].Various designs of electrochemical cells have been 
employed in different applications. Three electrodes system is better than two electrode 
system because it offers less uncompensated  resistance[91]. 
Electrodes can be assembled in one compartment, or in several. In many compartments 
we can avoid interactions between reaction and electrode interface, which have great 
importance to prevent adsorption of impurities on working electrode [91]. 
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In two electrode compartment, products formed at counter electrode could go to block 
active sites of working electrode. The blockage of these gaseous products is necessary for 
both quality and accuracy of the electrochemical cell[92]. 
 In order to avoid contaminations, we designed two - compartment electrochemical cell 
by using Solidworks software tool and introduced Nafion 117 membrane between two 
compartments. 
 In these studies, we developed new set up to reduce oxygen diffusion from counter to 
working electrode compartment. Electrochemical measurements were carried out in two 
compartment cell made of polycarbonate transparent glass with a reference electrode 
(Ag/AgCl) and Pt mesh counter electrode. Figure 3-4 shows systematic diagram of 
polycarbonate transparent cell with modified counter electrode compartment. Working 
electrode is assembled in working compartment and a reference electrode connected to 
working electrode compartment with a small hole on top. The incoming gas inlet for CO2 
and N2 purged through holes located at top of working electrode compartment. 
The reference electrode is freely standing in the electrolyte while ion conducted Nafion 
membrane is held tightly with spacers. The screw fitting was made tight to prevent any 
leakage of electrode and at same time to efficiently hold Nafion membrane to transfer 
ions. 
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Figure 3-4: Poly carbonate made electrochemical cell with two compartments separated by nafion membrane 
for electrochemical reduction of CO2 
 
3.3.3 Nafion 117 Membrane  
 
Nafion is a perfluorinated membrane which has sulfate groups located at end of side 
chains. These chains allow transfer of water molecules with H
+
 protons and repel 
negative ions by sulfate groups. This membrane satisfies the concept of proton transfer 
and blocked anions which damage the active surface of working electrode[92]. Copper 
foil easily goes to contamination by oxygen and possess high affinity to adsorb oxygen 
produced in cell. Nafion is resistant to a variety of chemicals and we achieved excellent 
separation of oxygen between two compartments. The deposition of organic on surface of 
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the Nafion may damage membrane ability to transfer protons. We washed Nafion 
membrane by immersing it into 10% HNO3 at 80
0
C for two hours. After removing Nafion 
membrane from acid solution, it was washed with deionized water to remove acid 
residues. Cleaning procedure would turn back Nafion to its original performance. For 
every experiment, same cleaning procedure was repeated. 
 
3.3.4 Cupric oxide and cuprous oxide based working electrodes  
 
CuO and Cu2O supported carbon nanotubes were loaded on copper foil. It was 
investigated by Hori that reduction of CO2 on copper oxide surface selectively reduced 
CO2 to desirable hydrocarbon and alcohols. Reduction of CO2 strongly depends upon 
operational parameters. Cleaning off the electrode surface can increase the prospect of 
suitable hydrocarbons [31]. Scientist converted CO2 to most selective product methanol 
by using GaAs, and InP, but due to low current density it was not appreciated [20], [31]. 
Similarly, other metals were investigated for the search of high current density to 
methanol. Ru and Mo made electrodes that give current density less than 2mA with 60% 
faradic efficiency [18], [41] 
However, highest faradic efficiency larger than 100% was recorded with 33mA by Frese. 
The faradic efficiency of methanol formation based on 6 e
-
 in the reduction reaction. [20], 
but oxidation state of copper surface is not reported in these experiments. However, it has 
been concluded in the photochemical reduction of CO2 that Cu loaded titanium serves as 
a good catalyst to reduce CO2 to favorable alcohols like methanol. But the problem was 
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low quantum efficiency in UV region of spectra. [42], [43]. Role of Cu-based electrodes 
particularly Cu (I) species significantly and actively enhanced CO2 reduction [44], [45]. 
Similarly, other researchers investigated that oxide defects on surface of electrocatalyst 
kept  catalyst stable against hydrogenation reaction and thus play effective role in CO2 
reduction [47], [48]. 
In this research thesis, we investigated the effect of CuO and Cu2O loaded carbon 
nanotubes on CO2 reduction. We have investigated optimum electrocatalyst which 
effectively reduced CO2 to desired products. 
3.4 Electrochemical Test 
 
3.4.1 Linear sweep voltammetry 
 
Initially, pure copper foil under different conditions of N2 and CO2 saturated in 0.5M 
NaHCO3 was tested and run the linear sweep voltammetry in potential range of -0.2 to -
1.8V. After the inception of given potential, we recorded current vs voltage behavior and 
measured constructive results. In both cases, under N2 and CO2 purging, there was no 
physical change in working electrodes which basically signify stability of our catalysts. 
Similarly in N2 saturated electrolyte, whole current was due to hydrogen evolution 
reaction while in CO2 saturated electrolyte we noticed two type of reactions, CO2 
reduction and hydrogen evolution. Both of these reactions competes each other‟s [17], 
[93], [94]. Hydrogen evolution consumes electrons and lowers the CO2 reduction. Under 
N2 saturation current density was 0.0044 A-cm
-2
at -1.4 V while under CO2 saturation 
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current density was 0.00628 A-cm
-2
 at -1.4V. Such trends of results were also reported in 
the literature [17], [95], [96]. 
Higher current density in CO2 saturated electrolyte was due to efficient cleaning of 
copper foil by sand paper. High current density in CO2 saturated system for different 
electrodes were also reported in the literature [17]. 
To further note the effect of copper oxide based electrodes, we prepare different loading 
of cupric oxide and cuprous oxide based electrodes varied from 10 to 50% and tested all 
these catalyst for a CO2 reduction in an electrochemical cell. We measured current vs 
voltage response for each load of cupric and cuprous oxides loaded carbon nanotubes  
 
3.4.2 Choronoamperometry 
 
To investigate the stability of the catalyst, chronoamperometry was done for each 
percentage of cuprous oxides supported CNTs based electrodes. We conducted 
chronoamperometry test for fixed potential value for 1200 seconds and decrease in 
current with each loading of cuprous oxide based electrodes was noted. 30% Cu2O 
supported CNTs was the most stable with highest current density catalyst. Decrease in 
current density for high loaded catalyst was due to agglomerates of particles. These 
agglomerates can be seen in TEM and SEM images. Chronoamperometry analysis clearly 
validates that catalyst is effective for long time operation. Similarly, theoretical faradic 
efficiency of methanol formation was measured by using formula  
                                                             
   
  
                                                       (3.2) 
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Where n is the number of electrons involved in reaction to produce methanol. For 
methanol n is 6, F is faradic constant, I is current in amperes, m is a mole of product 
formed while t is a time in seconds. Faradic efficiency is the function of potential. 
Highest faradaic efficiency was recorded at -0.8 V vs Ag/AgCl. 
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Chapter 4 
Results and Discussion 
 
In the part of this chapter, the results of different characterization techniques have been 
discussed. Physical and electrochemical characterizations were conducted to evaluate 
performance of electrocatalyst. Physical characterizations of CuO and Cu2O impregnated 
CNTs are presented and discussed and later, their catalytic activities to reduce CO2 to 
methanol are discussed.  
4.1 Physical Characterization 
 
Prepared catalyst was characterized to investigate its surface morphology, phase analysis, 
quantitative elemental analysis and thermal stability. Surface morphology was analyzed 
using scanning electron microscope (SEM). Elemental analysis was conducted using 
energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrum while phase composition and crystallinity of 
catalyst were studied using X-ray diffraction (XRD) machine. Similarly, thermal stability 
analysis and defect density of impregnated materials were carried out by 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and Raman spectroscopy. All characterization are 
describe briefly below. 
4.1.1 SEM and EDX analysis 
 
To understand the activity of reaction on copper oxides based electrodes, we analyzed 
surface morphology, structure and composition of the catalyst. It is clearly seen from 
SEM images that CuO is uniformly and homogeneously impregnated on the surface of 
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CNT and tubular geometry of carbon nanotubes showed in SEM images confirmed that 
morphology of carbon nanotubes did not change despite impregnation which indicates 
the effectiveness of preparation method. CNT threading CuO nanoparticles and strong 
binding between CNT and CuO is visible in Figure 4-1. However, upon an increase in 
loading of cupric oxides uniformity of impregnated material improved, as showed in 
Figure 4-2. Further increase in loading of 30% CuO on CNTs catalyst, uniformity and 
homogenous deposition of CuO on surface of CNT is further improved. Improved 
coverage of CuO is clearly visible Figure 4-3, which validates the effectiveness of our 
method of preparation. However, upon additional increase in loading, CuO particle tends 
to form agglomerates and eventually increase in particle size is experienced in the image 
of Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5. This means that higher loading of CuO more rapidly form 
agglomerated with CNT and clusters of particles formed in catalyst. 
                                         
Figure 4-1: SEM image of 10% CuO supported CNT catalyst 
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Figure 4-2: SEM image of 20% CuO supported CNT catalyst 
 
                                
Figure 4-3: SEM image of 30% CuO supported CNT catalyst 
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Figure 4-4: SEM image of 40% CuO supported CNT catalyst 
 
                                
Figure 4-5: SEM image of 50% CuO supported CNT catalyst 
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Faces (100), truncated edges (110) and corners (111) of Cu2O nanoparticles is clearly 
visible in SEM images from Figure 4-6 to Figure 4-10. These edges (111) in crystals 
which are active surface and responsible for water decomposition to produce more 
protons (H
+
) for reduction of CO2 and at the same time considered the best catalyst for 
photochemical application [97]. Similarly, truncated edges (110) which do not actively 
participate in photocatalyst and electrochemical application can also be seen in images. 
CNT threading Cu2O nanoparticles and strong binding between CNT and Cu2O is visible 
in Figure 4-6. Upon an increase in loading of cuprous oxides, uniformity of impregnated 
material improved, as showed in Figure 4-7. Further increase in loading of 30% Cu2O on 
CNTs catalyst, uniformity and homogenous deposition of Cu2O on surface of CNT is 
further enhanced. Growing particle size with rise in loading of Cu2O is clearly visible in 
images from Figure 4-6 to Figure 4-8. Better coverage of Cu2O is clearly visible in Figure 
4-3 and in Figure 4-8, which validates the effectiveness of our method of preparation. 
However, upon further increase in loading, Cu2O particle tends to form agglomerates and 
eventually sharp increase in particle size is experienced in the image of Figure 4-9 and 
Figure 4-10. We observed that higher loading of Cu2O more rapidly form agglomerates 
with CNT and clusters of particles in the catalyst was noted. Four side pyramidal 
structure of Cu2O crystal lattice on CNT surface is visible in Figure 4-10 
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Figure 4-6: SEM image of 10% Cu2O supported CNT catalyst 
 
                               
Figure 4-7: SEM image of 20% Cu2O supported CNT catalyst 
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Figure 4-8: SEM image of 30% Cu2O supported CNT catalyst 
                             
Figure 4-9: SEM image of 40% Cu2O supported CNT catalyst 
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Figure 4-10: SEM image of 50% Cu2O supported CNT catalyst 
 
 
  
4.1.2 Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis 
 
EDX is one of the efficient technique used for spot analysis to confirm the existence of 
different elements in samples. Figure 4-11 to Figure 4-14 clearly indicates the presence of 
carbon with copper and oxygen to validate effective preparation of electrocatalyst. 
Carbon peaks in EDX images of Cu2O supported CNT in Figure 4-11 and CuO supported 
CNT in Figure 4-13 comes as a major constituent from carbon nanotubes while copper 
and oxygen presence in both of these samples clearly confirmed the impregnation of 
copper oxides on carbon nanotubes. Higher loaded (40%) Cu2O and (50%) CuO on CNT 
image is showed in Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-14 also confirms the presence of carbon, 
copper and oxygen in electrocatalyst. The intensity of copper peak in both of these higher 
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loaded copper oxides based electrocatalyst increased due to high percentage of copper 
content in each samples. In addition to these elements, unknown peaks in all samples is 
platinum metal that comes from specimen holder. 
 
Figure 4-11: EDX image of   10% Cu2O supported CNT catalyst 
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Figure 4-12: EDX image of   40% Cu2O supported CNT catalyst 
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Figure 4-13: EDX image of 20% CuO supported CNT catalyst 
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Figure 4-14: EDX image of 50% CuO supported CNT catalyst 
 
 
4.1.3 X-ray diffraction Analysis (XRD Analysis) 
 
XRD analysis was carried out to identify crystals structure and size of the prepared 
catalyst. Figure 4-15 shows XRD pattern of CNTs- supported cupric oxide (CuO) range 
from 10% to 50%. 
In all prepared samples, diffraction peak at 26 attributes to hexagonal (002) graphite 
structure which confirmed that CuO is embodied in carbon nanotubes. Other broad 
peaks at 34 ,38 ,59 and 63.0 show that samples consist CuO divalent nanocrystallites 
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and exhibit monoclinic symmetry of CuO [98]. Eventually, these results validate 
successful preparation of CuO supported CNTs. At high loading of CuO supported 
CNTs, a high peak intensity is experienced. It means that large particle size exhibits 
strong intensity in XRD pattern. 
Similarly, Figure 4-16 shows a broad diffraction peak at 2Ѳ 26. Which attributed to 
(002) plane of graphite carbon atoms. Both peak position and its width  represents 
structure order of carbon nanotube[99]. Peak shift of (002) plane of graphite from 25.5 
to 26.06 is the result of strong interaction between cuprous oxide and wall of carbon 
nanotube, thus sufficient peak shift is experienced and interplanar changes in a tube are 
noticed [100][101]. Other diffraction peaks at angle 2Ѳ=29.7, 36.7, 38.1, 42.5, 49.6, 
61.6, 73.9.and, 77.6 are allocated to the (110), (111), (200), (220), (311), and (222). 
Lower crystallite size is noted for low loading while high loading exhibits large 
particles size [102], [103] 
The crystalline size of Cu2O and CuO is calculated by Scherrer‟s equation 
                                                           
    
     
………………………………….…. (4.1) 
Where d is average particle size, Ѳ is diffraction angle of CuO (111) peak, λ is 
wavelength of X-ray which is 0.154nm and β is peak broadening (FWHM) 
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Figure 4-15: XRD pattern for CuO supported CNT catalyst 
 
 
Figure 4-16: XRD pattern for Cu2O supported CNT catalyst 
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4.1.4 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 
 
Thermogravimetric analysis was conducted to investigate thermal degradation 
temperature and purity of materials. The Thermogravimetric curve show wt% loss vs 
temperature. The oxidation of carbon took place at the point where a dip in curve 
occurs. Weight loss in materials would continue to occur till all the carbon is oxidize 
and left behind a residue of metal catalyst. Figure 4-17 shows the behavior of CNT-
supported Cu2O loaded nanoparticles. It can be seen that 10%Cu2O loaded CNT has a 
wide decline in weight fraction due to the high percentage of carbon contained in the 
sample. This decline occurs near dip around 450
o
C and continue to increase with the 
rise in temperature. By increasing Cu2O loading we experienced less drop in the weight 
fraction which clearly indicated better encapsulation of Cu2O nanoparticles in CNT and 
also goes to early oxidation of 420
o
C as compared to 10% Cu2O supported catalyst. 
Early degradation of higher loaded Cu2O over CNT has lower stability but better 
encapsulation as compared to a lower loading of Cu2O. Lower loading has more 
stability but less encapsulation of Cu2O in carbon planes. 
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Figure 4-17: Thermogravimetric curves for Cu2O supported CNT catalysts 
 
4.1.5 Raman Spectroscopy 
 
It is essential to investigate the location of impregnated metal oxides on carbon 
nanotubes. Raman spectroscopy is used to identify the site of metal oxide on carbon 
nanotubes based on the vibrational mode of molecules. We experienced two main peaks 
in carbon nanotubes sample around 1350 cm
-1
 and 1575 cm
-1
. CuO and Cu2O supported 
carbon nanotube samples also have same peaks around 1350 cm
-1 
corresponding to the 
D-band defects on the surface of carbon nanotube. D band represents disorder 
vibrations on the graphite wall of the carbon nanotube. While another peak around 
1575 cm
-1 
represents G-band, a symmetrical surface on graphite and originates from 
ordered structure.[104], [105] 
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CNT supported both cupric oxides and cuprous oxide did not show any peak of 
impregnated particles in a spectral range which confirms that cupric oxides and cuprous 
oxide do not have vibrational modes analyzed by Raman spectroscopy.[106] 
The ratio of intensity D-band to G-band (Id/Ig) correspond to the defect density on 
carbon nanotube sample. The ratio of intensity (Id/Ig) for carbon nanotube sample is 
1.16 which goes to decrease for impregnated carbon nanotube samples. This decrease 
in intensity ratio validates anchoring of nanoparticles of CuO and Cu2O on defects 
rather than smooth and order surface of the carbon nanotube. Id/Ig  ratio of Cu2O and 
CuO loaded CNTs were 0.85 and 0.96 respectively Similar, trends were observed in 
these studies [107]–[109] 
 
Figure 4-18: Raman spectra of CuO supported CNT catalysts 
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Figure 4-19: Raman spectra of Cu2O supported CNT catalysts 
 
4.1.6 N2 adsorption isotherms 
 
Figure 4-20 showed N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms for carbon nanotube sample. We 
recorded isotherms for 10 and 20 % cuprous oxide loaded CNTs. All these isotherms 
were typical type 3 adsorption model according to IUPAC system. BET surface areas for 
pure sample and Cu2O loaded CNT range from 146 to 165 (m
2
/g).The average crystallite 
size of the Cu2O particles varied from 10nm to 50 nm depending upon loading of cuprous 
oxide range i.e. 10 to 50 % on CNT. The particle size measurement by TEM was in 
agreement with XRD analysis. The increase in Cu2O loading had increased the particle 
size and decreased the pore volume and surface area. This increase in particle size 
reduced catalytic activity. Better trade between optimum loading and particle size would 
effectively increase surface properties to reduce CO2. 
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Figure 4-20: Adsorption-desorption isotherm for CNT without loading 
 
4.1.7 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
 
Tubes like structure of carbon nanotubes, 10-20 nm outer diameter (OD) of tube is 
clearly visible in TEM images of all samples from Figure 4-21 to Figure 4-24. 
Undoubtedly, nanoparticles of CuO and Cu2O is visible and in contact with tubes of 
carbon nanotubes. Nanoparticles of catalyst are uniformly deposited on carbon 
nanotubes. Uniformity and firm attachment of copper oxide based particles surrounds 
CNTs is visible in Figure 4-21 and Figure 4-23. However, on further high loading of 
copper oxides in Figure 4-22and Figure 4-24  shows that particles tend to form 
agglomerates and bigger size of particle with clusters attached with CNTs. These 
agglomerates decrease reaction activity. Nanoparticles size found in all samples has 
same conformity with the crystal size investigated in XRD analysis which clearly 
shows good harmony and accordance in both of these characterizations techniques.  
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Figure 4-21: TEM image of 10% CuO supported CNT catalyst 
 
Figure 4-22: TEM image of 50% CuO supported CNT catalyst 
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Figure 4-23: TEM image of 10% Cu2O supported CNT catalyst 
 
Figure 4-24: TEM image of 50% Cu2O supported CNT catalyst 
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4.2 Linear sweep voltammetry for carbon nanotubes loaded Cu2O based 
electrocatalyst 
 
Linear sweep voltammetry results show that current density depends upon loading of 
cuprous oxide catalyst on the surface of CNT. Figure 4-25 shows that 30% Cu2O loaded 
carbon nanotubes displays a significant rise in current density starting at -0.2 V vs. 
(Ag/AgCl) reference electrode. 
Values of current density for different loading of Cu2O (10 to 50 %) recorded from -0.2 
V to -1.8 V (Ag/AgCl). Highest recorded current density for 30% Cu2O loaded CNTs 
suggest that 30% is the most optimized loading of Cu2O over CNT  and relatively easily 
reduced CO2 to the more positive side of potential. Similarly, an increase of active 
surface area of the catalyst due to CNTs tend to increase the prospect of reactant to 
consume into products and we noticed a rise in current density until adequate loading of 
30%. The presence of Cu2O loaded CNTs on Cu foil not only offered reaction sites for 
CO2 but also trapped electrons for intermediate radical CO2
. - 
and turns to increase current 
density. Similarly, Cu
+
 in Cu2O was stabilized by incorporation of CNTs as support. 
CNTs not only stabilized Cu
+
 but also protect Cu
+
 from disproportionate to Cu
2+
 and Cu
0
 
.The absence of reduction peaks were noted in these experiments. Likewise, trends were 
also reported in the literature[37], [46]. 
However, further increased in the loading of the catalyst does not have any consequences 
on current density. This is because of growth in particle sizes which reduced surface area, 
explained in TEM, SEM and XRD analysis. Enlargement in particle size causes 
hindrance for reactants to access active sites of the catalyst. Pore blocking less surface 
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energy to drive reaction on surface due to less surface area and clusters of particles in the 
high loading of Cu2O responsible for the reduction in current density. Similar trends were 
also reported in this literature[17], [46], [110]. 
 
Figure 4-25: LSV profiles for Cu2O supported CNT in CO2 saturated electrolyte 
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4.3 Linear sweep voltammetry for carbon nanotubes loaded CuO based 
electrocatalyst 
 
Linear sweep voltammetry analysis recorded for cupric oxide supported CNTs. 20% CuO 
loaded carbon nanotubes manifested notable rise in current density beginning at -0.2 V 
(Ag/AgCl). Current density for different loading of CuO (10 to 50 %) achieved from -0.2 
V to -1.8 V (Ag/AgCl). Highest accomplished current density for 20% CuO loaded CNT 
advocate that 20% is the most conducive loading of CuO over CNT and relatively easily 
reduced CO2 to the most positive side of potential. Nevertheless, a further degree of 
loading on catalyst does not have any appreciable current density. This is because large 
particle sizes which reduced surface area and caused impediment for reactants to access 
active sites of the catalyst. Pore obstruction and agglomeration of particles in the high 
loading of CuO are responsible for the reduction in current density. Similar trends were 
also reported in the literature.[17], [110] 
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Figure 4-26: LSV profiles for CuO supported CNT in CO2 saturated electrolyte 
 
4.3.1 Comparative analysis of Linear Sweep Voltammetry results based 
on 30% Copper oxides loading on CNT 
 
Linear sweep voltammetry showed that all tested catalyst have displayed activity to 
reduce CO2 efficiently. Loading of catalyst on CNT has a significant influence on the 
performance of the catalyst. Catalyst formulated with 30 % Cu2O loading and 20% CuO 
are best among all tested catalysts. In Figure 4-27, it is showed that 30% Cu2O 
impregnated CNT have the excellent and most desirable performance to reduce CO2 as 
compared to 30% loaded CuO. 30 % Cu2O loaded catalyst has highest current density 
from inception of potential 
 -0.2 to -1.8 and impart optimum active sites for CO2 reduction.  
Reduction of Cu
+1
 to Cu is more difficult than Cu
+2
 to Cu [69], [111]. This rise in current 
density was due to the stability of Cu
+1
 with the support of CNT. For example, current 
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density for 30% Cu2O loaded CNT and 20% loaded CuO were 0 .032mA/cm
-2
and 0.025 
A/cm
-2
 at -1.8V respectively. Hence, CNT- loaded - Cu2O allow 28% more current 
density than CNTs loaded with CuO. 
 
Figure 4-27: LSV profiles for CNT loaded with 30% Cu2O and CuO in CO2 saturated electrolyte 
 
4.4 Faradic Efficiency 
 
CO2 reduced liquid products were analyzed in GC equipped with FID detector. The 
internal method of calculation was used to detect the mass of methanol. Later by using 
formula 
                                            
     
   
…………………………………………. (4.2) 
Faradic efficiency was calculated. In above faradic efficiency equation, m is number of 
moles of methanol formation, F is faraday‟s constant, n is number of electrons involved 
in methanol formation which is 6, I is total current and t is in seconds. FE is actually the 
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ratio of moles of electron required to form methanol to the total number of moles of 
electron formed in the process. By multiplying 6 with moles of methanol would give us 
moles of electron required to produced methanol, while 
   
 
 would give us total number 
of moles of electron produced in the system. 
 Figure 4-28 shows that faradic efficiency depends upon potential applied to CO2 
reduction. The highest amount of methanol formation was noticed at the potential of -0.8 
V vs Ag/AgCl with the maximum faradic efficiency of 37%. However, faradic efficiency 
at potentials higher than -1.2 V vs Ag/AgCl was not appreciable. High heat adsorption of 
faceted Cu2O crystal supported CNTs as shown in Figure 4-10, favorably adsorbed 
intermediates with high active surface area and trapping of electrons in Cu2O supported 
CNTs provides more protons which led the formation of methanol. 
 
Figure 4-28: Faradic Efficiency of Methanol formation after 1200 seconds 
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4.4.1 Detailed analysis of Faradic Efficiency results 
 
Cu (I) active sites were proposed by many scientists in electrochemical and 
photochemical applications. Cuprous oxides in aqueous solution behave in the same way 
as Cu (I), favorably adsorbed CO and leads to the formation of methanol. Cu(I) species 
allowed valence band electron to participate in CO adsorption [20], [27], [47], [54], [64], 
[112]. 
In the case of the Cu2O supported CNTs  based electrodes, we can benefit both 
intermediate stability and coordination of H
+
 with surface oxygen defects, which will 
allow hydrogenation of oxygen in methoxy intermediate rather than carbon of methoxy 
adsorbate and lead to the formation of methanol. These methoxy intermediates formed by 
continuous addition of proton and electron to CO
.-
species [85].There is no general 
understanding on mechanism of methanol formation [27], [33], [35], [113], [114]. 
A more stable, active and selective catalyst is needed to increase the efficiency of CO2 
reduction process. It has been confirmed that Cu2O is the most promising candidate in 
this regard and Cu (I) species associated with Cu2O are active sites for methanol 
formation. Our first approach was to focus on stabilizing these Cu (I) species on the 
surface of copper oxides. It is investigated that Cu2O supported CNTs have significant 
performance in hydroxylation and most favorably adsorbed OH
.-
[109]
. 
Similarly, the high 
defect density of CNTs and tight anchoring of Cu2O on defects sites of CNTs as showed 
in Figure 4-19 facilitate electron transferring and protonation on active sites which are 
responsible for methanol formation. 
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Numerous properties of CNTs include good compatibility, large surface area, excellent 
conductivity, modifiable surface, and nanotube structure with the ability to form 
suspensions in solvents, made CNTs a game changer in a variety of electrochemical 
applications. CNTs have tubular structure nanomaterials and small diameter with high 
length to diameter ratio enables them to behave as molecular wire for transferring 
electron [86]. 
Higher activity and stability of 30% Cu2O supported CNTs are due to the promotion of a 
large number of electrons on active sites of CNTs. Similarly, the participation of 
conduction band electrons of Cu2O supported CNTs in adsorption of intermediate species 
also increase current density and favorably increase methanol formation. The hypothesis 
has been testified by DFT simulation in which we noticed a reduction in band gap of 
Cu2O (2.1 e.V) to 1.78 e.V of Cu2O supported CNTs validate involvement of conduction 
band electrons. Due to the low band gap, electrons jump from valence to the conduction 
band and actively participate in reactions. 
In fact, acceleration of electrons speed up hydrogenation process[115], [116] while at 
same time favorable adsorption of intermediates leads to the ultimate formation of 
methanol. Such stable and well-defined structure of CNTs may provide desirable and 
firm support to cuprous oxide.  
4.5 Chronoamperometry Analysis 
 
To analyze stability of electrode surface, we performed chronoamperometry experiments. 
Figure 4-29 shows current density vs time response during electrochemical reduction of 
CO2 in the presence of different electrocatalysts. In all tested catalysts, fall in current 
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density was recorded which leads to pseudo steady state values. The reason of early stage 
fall in current density was unclear, but we reckoned that this early stage degradation of 
current density is due to physical separation of Cu2O, which is also reported in the 
literature.[68]. 30% Cu2O loaded CNTs exhibit higher activity and stability to reduce 
CO2. This is in agreement with LSV results, for example, the current density of 30% 
Cu2O loaded CNTs starts at -0.0075Acm
-2
and reduce to -0.006 Acm
-2
. After that there 
was negligible change experienced in current density. The electrolyte solution was clear 
and transparent after 1200 seconds and no insignificant side reactions were occurring in 
solution. These results show that Cu2O based catalysts were stable for at least 1200 
seconds. 
 
 
Figure 4-29: Current responses for Cu2O supported CNTS at constant potential in CO2 saturated electrolyte 
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CHPTER 5 
Density Functional Theory 
 
5.1. Quantum Mechanical Modeling 
 We used density functional theory (DFT) and time dependent DFT quantum mechanical 
techniques to simulate the complex semiconductor. For the past 30 years, density 
functional theory has been the principal method for the quantum mechanical simulation 
of periodic systems. In recent years, it has also been adopted by quantum chemists and is 
now very extensively used for the simulation of energy surfaces in molecules. The 
reasons for its admiration and success are: 
1) The DFT approach is in principle exact. 
2) It preserves at all levels of approximation the appealing one-electron molecular 
orbital (MO) view on chemical reactions and properties. The computed orbitals are 
suitable for the typical MO-theoretical analyses and easy to understand. 
3) It is a relatively effective computational method, and its fundamental scaling 
properties do not fail when methodological precision is increased, in particular, when 
a more accurate XC functional is applied. 
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5.2. The Khon-Sham molecular orbital (MO) model 
The fundamental assumption in Kohn–Sham density functional theory (KS-DFT) is that 
we can use a single electron calculation to “n” interacting electrons. It can be done by 
applying appropriate local potential VXC (r), external potentials Vext (r) and the Coulomb 
potential of the electron cloud VC(r), then using Eq. (1) 
( 
 
 
       ( )    ( )     ( ))  ( )      ( )                     (   ) 
The potential VXC is the functional derivative with respect to the density (ρ) of the 
exchange–and–correlation energy functional EXC [ρ]. The one-electron molecular orbitals 
(MOs)   with corresponding orbital energies    deﬁne the exact electronic charge 
density and give entree to all properties. The (ﬁrst) derivatives of the energy with respect 
to nuclear displacements at the end of the self consistent field (SCF) method are used to 
find stationary points in the energy surface, particularly for the geometry optimization of 
molecules. 
According to Runge-Gross theorem, the external potential individually finds out the 
density for a given interaction potential. While according to Kohn-Sham assumption, the 
density of the non-interacting system is equal to the density of an interacting system. The 
benefit of this notion is that, the wave function of a non-interacting system can be 
represented as a Slater determinant of single-particle orbitals, each of which are 
determined by a single partial differential equation in three variable. Then, the time-
dependent (TD) Kohn–Sham equations are: 
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The potential (V) includes the VC(r), the nuclear potential ,Vext(r) and (XC), all are 
functions of  time KS-TDDFT technique with solvent effect is used to calculate the 
excitation energies (Eex) in DFT. 
5.3. Simulation Method 
 
Cu2O and Cu2O loaded CNTs geometries were optimized by considering Hartree fork 
model and triple-ζ polarization basis function. In all the calculations, the relativistic 
eﬀects were taken into account by the zero order regular approximation (ZORA) 
Hamiltonian in its spin orbit approximation. The optimizer structures of Cu2O and Cu2O-
CNT are shown in Figure 5-1. 
 
Table 5-1: Calculated Band gaps for Cu2O and Cu2O supported CNTs 
 
Sr No System Band Gap (eV) 
1 Cu2O 2.10 
2 Cu2O-CNT 1.78 
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Figure 5-1: Optmized structure of  Cuprous oxide (Cu2O)  P type semiconductor 
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Figure 5-2: Optimized structure of Cu2O supported carbon nanotube 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion & Recommendations 
6.1 Conclusion 
 
This study discusses the relationship between surface chemistry and catalyst behavior of 
copper oxides impregnated on carbon nanotubes in CO2 electrochemical reduction. 
Linear sweep voltammetry and chronoamperometry results proposed that current density 
and stability of Cu2O loaded carbon nanotubes is remarkably higher. Experimental results 
also indicate the dynamic role of a carbon nanotubes. Catalyst tested with 30 % cuprous 
oxide (Cu2O) loading CNTs was efficient and has the excellent performance to reduce 
CO2. Loading of copper oxides on carbon nanotubes have the significant influence on the 
performance of the catalyst. Cuprous oxide (Cu2O) supported CNTs enhanced surface 
area, uniformity and stability of electrode. Firm attachment of cuprous oxide (Cu2O) sites 
on defects of carbon nanotubes facilitated electron transferring on working electrode 
surface, it also favors adsorption of CO2 due to the involvement of conduction band 
electrons. 30% Cu2O loaded CNTs is adequate metal oxide loading and provide a tradeoff 
between active sites to reduce CO2 efficiently and the size of particle. Higher loading of 
Cu2O reduces activity of catalyst due to agglomeration of a particle. Stability of Cu2O 
loaded CNTs is a key factor to make the process efficient. 
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6.2 Recommendations 
 
A new designed electrochemical cell could be designed for high - pressure reaction 
condition to increase the solubility of CO2 in the electrolyte.  
Stability and geometry of electrocatalyst strongly affect agglomeration of particle and 
electron movements on the surface. Therefore, potential support would be required for 
electrocatalyst.  
Density functional theory (DFT) computational chemistry tool can be used to calculate 
band gap, adsorption energy and binding energy of surface and intermediate.  
More advance GC-MS system would be better to analyze all liquid and gas phase 
products. 
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Appendix 
Internal standard method of calibration 
 
The goal of the internal standard method is to accurately investigate the concentration of 
an analyte in the samples. This method is used for those samples which are not suitable to 
inject directly into the GC because of below reasons: 
1) Analytes concentration is too low and they require pre-concentration treatment 
before injection to the GC. 
2) When samples are handled and injected into the GC, many losses occurred due to the 
evaporation. 
The internal standard method was used to compensate for these losses. In the internal 
standard method, a known amount of internal standard is introduced in both standard and 
in unknown samples. Instead of the base on the absolute response of analyte, calibration 
uses the ratio of response between the analyte and internal standard. 
To construct the calibration curves, a series of standard solutions were prepared. The 
amount of reference standard with methanol solution at a different concentration ranges 
were prepared to develop the calibration curve and recorded the response of methanol 
compared to the internal standard of concentrations. Chromatogram gave us peak area 
ratios of both methanol and internal standard which helped us to find R (response factor). 
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R is actually the response of methanol at concentration of internal standard (Cistd). R is 
the slope of the area ratio of methanol and internal standard to the mass fractions of these 
samples present in the standard samples. Calibration curve was linear for most of its 
parts, and its intercept was zero. Investigation of internal standard and methanol in the 
standard samples were based on retentions times. 
After calibration in GC, we analyzed our unknown samples to determine quantity of our 
analyte (methanol). First the known quantity of internal standard was added in the each 
unknown samples of 10 ml, then we injected unknown sample by hand syringe in GC and 
recorded the area ratio of methanol to internal standard. 
 By comparing the area ratio to mass ratio of each component in unknown sample with R 
(previously found from calibration curve), we determined mass of methanol in unknown 
samples. 
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